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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR:

2011 marks the 125th anniversary of H.D.’s birth (September 10) and the 50th

anniversary of her death (September 27). HD’s Web solicited pieces about readers’ first 
encounters with H.D.’s work and how they have been affected by it. I hope you enjoy 
and are moved by (as I was) the brief contributions by Michael Boughn, Donna 
Hollenberg, and Lisa Simon, as well as the poems by Olive Ritch, and the essay by Julie 
Sampson, which explores Sea Garden in the context of the landscapes of the southwest 
of England.

I was a late-comer to H.D.’s poetry. A French and Russian double-major in college, I 
can’t remember if I read any of her work in my few English classes: maybe “Oread.” 
When I was in graduate school, I noticed my MFA-pursuing housemate had an entire 
shelf by her bed of works by “H.D.,” which I remember thinking odd (why not use one’s 
whole name?). It wasn’t until a few years later when I was researching dissertation 
topics that I found that this mysterious H.D. had written a tragedy on a classical 
subject, Hippolytus Temporizes. My first substantial encounter with H.D.’s work was 
through this play, which led me to her poems, her novels, her essays…

While I have been at times frustrated or baffled by H.D.’s work, I have always relished 
the contact with a mind and spirit that is constantly seeking, testing, finding, and 
guarding what is good, true, and beautiful. Italo Calvino in his essay “Why Read the 
Classics?” proposes several definitions of “the classics” (the first is, “the books of which 
we usually hear people say, ‘I am rereading…’ and never ‘I am reading…’”). His third 
definition comes to mind when I think about H.D.’s work: “The classics are books that 
exert a peculiar influence, both when they refuse to be eradicated from the mind and 
when they conceal themselves in the folds of memory, camouflaging themselves as the 
collective or individual unconscious.” I like to think that H.D. would not mind her work 
being described in this way.

I have occasionally been surprised by reminders (signs?) of H.D. in unlooked-for places. 
The most startling was several years ago when I was visiting the Philadelphia Zoo with 
family, including my (then) very young nieces. We came around a corner, and there, on 
what I remember as a sandstone wall, were carved Egyptian hieroglyphs (“the hare, the 
chick, the bee”). I stood amazed (I later found out that the Philadelphia Zoo opened in 
1874), but it was not until recently that I learned that Philadelphian architecture has not 
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a few Egyptian references: for example, a former synagogue of the Congregation 
Mikveh Israel (1824, <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congregation_Mikveh_Israel>), the 
Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Company building (1838, 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pennsylvania_Fire_Insurance_Company_508-
10_Walnut_St_Philadelphia.jpg>), and the Masonic Temple (1873, 
<http://www.galenfrysinger.com/Philadelphia_masonic_temple.htm>; keep scrolling 
down). The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology  has a 
large Egyptian collection, which it began building at the turn of the 19th century 
(<http://www.penn.museum/about-our-collections/224-egyptian-section.html>). 
Wondering how widespread the interest in Egyptian antiquity was in the Philadelphia 
area in the late 19th century, I came across a long article (more than two full columns) 
in the Fancier’s Journal and Poultry Exchange, entitled “Egypt’s Wonders: The Gigantic 
Pyramids as Seen by Recent American Tourists,” continued from an earlier number 
(published in Hartford, PA; vol. 3, no.27 (July 17, 1876): 317; 
<http://www.archive.org/stream/fanciersjournalp31876phil#page/316/mode/2up>). 
When the editor of a journal for the “Fancier, Breeder, Market Poulterer, and Household 
[Poulterer]” considers that ancient Egypt is of sufficient interest to be front-page news, 
I conclude that the interest was indeed widespread and well-established.

These past few years have seen not only the continued growth of H.D. scholarship, but 
also the publication of many prose works that had not been previously available. HD’s 
Web was founded as “an e-newsletter for those interested in H.D.’s work and life,” and 
I hope it has served its readers well. As I’ve announced already on the HD Society List, 
this is my last issue as editor. My other responsibilities and commitments have made it 
difficult to continue to put together the newsletter with the timeliness it deserves. 

Lara Vetter (of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte; co-chair of the H.D. 
International Society) will be assuming the editorship in 2012, and I am looking forward 
to seeing where HD’s Web will go next.

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Heather Hernandez, who graciously hosts HD’s 
Web at her website (<http://imagists.org/hd/index.html>) and without whose expertise 
the newsletter would have remained a mere idea. Many thanks also to all those who 
have contributed articles, briefer pieces, and news items, without which the newsletter 
would have been a poor thing indeed.

It has been my habit to give a few lines from H.D. in the editor’s note. Here are a few 
verses for winter days from “Birds in Snow” (Red Roses for Bronze, 1931):

See,
how they trace
across the very-marble
of this place,
bright sevens and printed fours,
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elevens and careful eights,
abracadabra
of a mystic’s lore

…

our garden flags acclaim
in carven hieroglyph,
here king and kinglet lie,
here prince and lady rest,

…

the tracery written here,
proclaims what’s left unsaid
in Egypt of her dead.

Best wishes for a happy and productive 2012 and beyond.

Maria Stadter Fox
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TRIBUTES TO HD:

It is fascinating and hopeful to see how the work of someone who came before is taken 
up, pondered, continued, and woven into the continuing fabric of human thought and 
endeavor. Many thanks to the contributors for sharing how HD’s gift has touched and 
shaped their lives and thinking.

I had the life-altering good fortune to stumble into a course on Charles Olson taught by Robin 
Blaser at Simon Fraser University in 1968. Robin had recently arrived in Vancouver from San 
Francisco to take the teaching position that was left vacant when Jack Spicer died. He was, in a 
sense, an exiled prince in a distant land. Like the Baroness Münster in Henry James’s The 
Europeans, he established himself in then staid, grey, waspy Vancouver as a burst of sensuous 
sunshine amidst the ever present clouds, and I quickly became hooked on his brilliance and his 
immense heart. When the Olson course ended (it never really ended) I signed on with him for 
another course, this one on H.D. and Pound, both of whom were news to me. I had no idea how 
much news they would bring.
It was a terrific class full of young writers and scholars which included Sharon Thesen, Richard 
Rathwell, Cliff Andstein, Tom Grieve, and Brian Fawcett. We started with H.D., and as I recall, 
skipped the short stuff and dove into the war trilogy. That is probably not what actually 
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happened, but we did read sections of the trilogy. Robin lent me his copies of the Oxford editions 
– which I photocopied, bound in rice paper covers, and eventually gave to Angela Bowering - so 
that I could read the entire poem - thus my sense that my overwhelming first encounter with 
H.D. was not as a creator of perfect images, but as an astonishing mind at work in the mundus 
imaginalis.
It was Robin’s habit as a teacher of poetry to have students read the work aloud, and it fell to me 
to read a passage from Tribute to the Angels, the passage that goes:

Now polish the crucible
and in the bowl distill

a word most bitter, marah
a word bitterer still, mar

Wait, Robin said. What do those words mean? Good question. When I admitted ignorance, I was 
immediately sent to the library and told not to come back until I could enlighten the class. You 
don’t get lessons like that very often.

Several large dictionaries later, I returned with the information that marah and mar are the 
feminine and masculine forms of the Hebrew word for bitter. Thus the erotic politics of the 
passage fell together in a stunning moment, an entrance into so many knowledges, so many 
implications and explications, so many disciplines of the heart/mind. Perhaps even more 
importantly, it was a moment of introduction to what I came to call the Conversation. H.D. led to 
G.R.S. Mead and The Pistis Sophia which I read as if under a spell. Who knew? My mind, as we 
used to say, was blown – like Balthazar falling into the flash of light from Mary Magdalene’s 
hair and finding the cosmos there – heaven.

Was it Blake who wrote of the scales falling from his eyes? What do you see then? It is the same 
old stuff, but it has a further dimension to it – a sudden depth beyond anything known. The war 
was revealed in imagination as a manifestation of another war, a war elsewhere, as another 
beloved teacher, Jack Clarke, used to have it. And heaven, redemption, homecoming, occurred 
through the grace of an outcast woman. I was swept up in it, and so my first ever publication, in 
Iron, a little literary magazine in Vancouver, was an essay on the war trilogy as Gnostic epic. 

A lot occurred in the ensuing years that drew me away from that work – years of hard, physical 
labour and sometimes misplaced political engagement. But when I found my way back it was 
H.D. who called out to me. Then there would be the years of working on the bibliography of her 
writing, an act of devotion to her, an offering. And an ongoing, 25-year engagement with 
Duncan’s The H.D. Book that recently culminated with its publication by UC Press. But perhaps 
most significant for me has been the perennial presence of her words in my ears and her images 
in my imagination. I have never written a book of poetry that she has not entered – as guide, as 
confidante, as provocateur. That’s a debt that can never be repaid.

Michael Boughn
June 21, 2011
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                                       H.D. at First

     I was teaching at a junior college, when I first found an essay on H.D., of whom I had never 

heard, in Denise Levertov’s  collection, The Poet in the World. Who was this modernist poet, I 

wondered? When I began to browse in the library, I first discovered Tribute to Freud, and then 

Helen in Egypt. The combination of the two were enough to send me to graduate school at Tufts 

in pursuit of a doctorate, knowing that I wanted to write my dissertation on her poetry. I became 

Levertov’s teaching assistant and did an Independent Study my first semester on Helen in Egypt 

with X.J. Kennedy. My assignment was to keep a journal, not to write a paper, which was a very 

good thing, because I didn’t have a background in classics and had to look up every classical 

allusion. I had no idea what the poem “meant,” and nothing coherent to say about it; I only knew 

that I loved reading it aloud, preferably by the ocean. And I did understand the feeling tone, just 

from the music alone. Later, Susan Gubar helped me to organize my thoughts into a dissertation. 

(Her early essay on Trilogy is still one of my favorites.) To this day, even though I don’t usually 

teach H.D.’s  great “lyric epic” to undergraduates, I play them the tape of her reading it, and 

they, too, respond deeply. 

                                                           Donna K. Hollenberg

                                                           Professor

                                                           University of Connecticut
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Meeting H.D. in the British Museum

I’m sharing what I think of as my first encounter with H.D. on her own terms.  The 
journey began with some unfortunate baggage.  As an undergraduate, I wrote an honors 
thesis titled “Looking Back to Eurydice: Mythmending in Women Poets,” which considered 
six women poets and a bunch of 1980s-early 90s feminist theory on the phenomenon of 
taking back the traditionally Orphic voice.  You know this argument.  H.D.’s “ Eurydice” was 
the only modernist in otherwise contemporary poems.  Technically, the study went well.  I 
won the university’s dean’s prize, but I had felt uneasy about my treatment of H.D—that 
gut feeling I now recognize as what happens when you push too hard, force literature into 
an interpretation you want very badly to be convincing to others.  
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I used the award money to go to England and still nursing my literary uneasiness, I 
found a copy of Sea Garden in a bookshop and was re-reading it in the margins of touring.  
While waiting in the British Museum one day (specifically, I recall, at the Nereid 
Monument), I sat down and started flipping through poems—“The Shrine,” “The Cliff 
Temple,” “Prisoners,” “Loss.”   As I read and looked around, I began picking out the images 
in her poems on the artifacts—sometimes perfect descriptions.  Scenes from the poem 
“Prisoners” resonated with a series of marble bas-reliefs by the very same title on the 
Nereid monument.   Her “Demeter” sat “wide and heavy upon a plinth” in a nearby gallery, 
looking nothing like my thesis example of Revisionist mythmaking.  Image/poem 
resonance continued to pile up  as I walked from gallery to gallery.  

And, yes, of course, this is where she was writing in 1911 - 1914; this is what she 
was looking at, but what I was seeing was so much more complex than what I had been 
reading about the aims of imaginatively reinterpreting the past.  The experience of 
interacting with artifacts seemed fundamentally different from the experience of Classical 
allusion, even in a revisionist process.    Questions came rapidly: what difference does it 
make? what if her allusions were sociological rather than literary? How does it change 
reading?  How is it different from Keats’ ode or traditional ekphrasis?   Without yet knowing 
the answer to any of these questions, I had a great rush of insight and connection into H.D.’s 
early work, the poems in Sea Garden were alive, representing in some way, the lives—not 
merely the great books and authors—of everyday ancient people.    My second rush of 
insight was toward the process of literary criticism—what it does, why it’s important, and 
how it can be muscled to fit trends, even by the well-meaning.

Thus, though I had read her for years and had an appreciation for her poetic gifts, 
the experience with artifact awakened me to her ambitious cultural project beneath the 
lovely “Imagist” poems.  With some irony I realize that it was while living off money gained 
from my own shoddy scholarship that I met H.D. on her own turf and terms in the British 
Museum.  That encounter sparked an even longer journey—examining theories of 
archaeology, anthropology and museum curatorship alongside literary studies dealing 
more closely with primary sources (like Gregory’s H.D.’s Hellenism)—to better understand 
the deeply optimistic and incredibly smart cultural project that undergirds H.D.’s early 
poetry.

Lisa D. Simon
Adjunct Associate Assistant Professor of English
University of Montana, Missoula
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Here are three poems by Olive M. Ritch which show the influence of H.D. on her work.

Night-Space
(after H.D.)

A face at the edge of my mind
is wearing the moon’s cold mask.
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I am Thetis. The tis? Thetis.
I can change; you can change, too.

          But I am old –
my skin’s a map of laughter lines,
my hair, sparse and baby white.

I cannot change, I cannot change
the rubbing out of my self as if 

I’m at war, fighting to hold on 
to what I know – fragments

scattered like the northern isles.
In the looking-glass, I see

not myself but a stranger
on a golden shore, dressed

in black, listening to the echo
of a Voice saying: go,

have dominion over great
and small, and name

all living things that swim
and crawl. Into the rock-pool, 

still and cool, I peer
at unfathomable choice. 

The sea opens, lengthening 
my vision on the rocky shore.

Seer
(after H.D.)

So what good are your scribblings?
That voice again asking
in the dimmed light.
I loosen the grip of my pen
and watch it move across the page,
leaving ink marks – I read
the signs:

     I write to see.
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Time
(after H.D.)

Against us,
your whirled egg whites
pound our foundations.
We stand up to the brute

force, sure that we can
withstand the daily lashings
on lines growing deeper
and deeper, remaining

unmoved by the sound
of waves beseeching, 
besieging our landscapes.

On the longest day
the spring tide breaks
us, as love the lover.

HDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHDHD

ESSAY:
Sea-Thyme in the Southwest: H.D.’s Se/a/cret Garden
Julie Sampson
Independent Writer and Poet

             Sea-Thyme in the Southwest:
               H.D.’s Se/a/cret Garden

                         (For H.D., Rock House, and 16th September, 1986)

London. Midway through the First World War. A group of writers are sitting 
in a room in a large Georgian house; they’re smoking and sipping black coffee with 
absinthe and talk of the lost splendours of the world, of the machine age and its 
effects on society. They talk of the forthcoming Conscription Act. Kat (H.D.) 
bemoans the present destruction in the battlefields of Europe. Last night a Zeppelin 
had missed them by the skin of its teeth. Everyone talks of Doomsday. And of escape 
from the growing hysterical atmosphere. In Devon it is different. There on the north 
coast are high cliffs, rocky headlands, desolate beaches strewn with broken shells 
and low wooded hills. There in a terraced cottage beneath the shelter of one of the 
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hills, at Martinhoe, they can write again, dream, have visions - the trauma of war left 
behind. In London.

***

... Imagine
you press a computer key, changing frequencies in cyber-space and time.
John!
You hear, if not the voice itself, then the ineradicable memory of that voice from out of 

nowhere.
John!
Through the window the garden, glistening, all sunlit, summery and laden with the 

perfume of numerous flowers; quiet as death - purple buds … show deep purple where your heel 
pressed - Outside, Woodland Cottage is enveloped with ivy; sea eerily distant, backwards 
forwards, its rasp mesmerising the ear by its spell.  

John! 
It’s still 1916; you are still there, here, a shade sitting beside Kat and Korshune - I can 

almost follow the note - It’s Ra’s voice you hear through the open window, wreathed in 
honeysuckle …1

The heart of a poet’s dream  

   resurfacing with a rush of water   

a message from a bottle washing up  

                                                               far on other shores

voices
        When does a poem (or collection of poems) begin? When/where will it (does it itself) 
decide to end? Are its precise marking moments one and the same as that instant of pencil 
meeting and leaving the paper (or fingers tapping and lifting from the keyboard)? Or, could its 
beginning be incipient months or years before, so that it resurfaces years later, when the poet is 
waiting, ready to meet the dream’s message? Could its ending correspond, not with the final 
mark of the last re-drafting, or the moment the manuscript leaves the laptop on its email 
destination for the hoped-for publisher, but to some undefined later date? Perhaps it could match 
a time when the poet makes an internal shift of consciousness related to his, or her, psychic 
configuration concerning an event, person, or place. The delineation of “collection” may not 
always be as clearly demarked as a reader (or poet) would like to think. There are similar 
indeterminates concerning other comparable art forms, such as opera: Maria Callas is said to 
have once commented that an opera “starts in my imagination, [it] becomes my life and stays 
part of my life long after I’ve left the opera house.”2

                    
1 A fictional fragment that I based on an account given in Louis Silverstein, “H.D. Chronology,” June 26?, 1916,  
<http://www.imagists.org/hd/hdchron.html>.  Kat is H.D., Korshune (sometimes spelled “Kershoon”) is John 
Cournos, H.D.’s friend, and Ra is Richard Aldington, her husband.
2 See “Rufus Wainwright opera opens in Manchester,” in The Sunday Times, June 28, 2009.
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Just as an opera singer, a poet is often besieged by inner-character voices; perhaps 
dialogues between inner voice/s and outer poet dictate the whys and wherefores of poetic 
composition. The writer H.D. seems always to have been susceptible to hearing inner voices; 
they called her to other- and under-world depths.

A gap        where are waves

sea as life-script
When H.D. and her then husband Richard Aldington travelled to Devon in February 1916 

her first collection of poems, Sea Garden, had recently been accepted for publication; in that 
sequence the scenery and mood implicitly evoke the landscapes of the southwestern coastal 
regions in which the couple were to immerse themselves for several months. H.D.’s sea-affinity 
was evident throughout her life; as a child, she had lived not too far from and often visited the 
sea during family holidays. Her memorable family holidays on the North Atlantic coast were 
later re-iterated persistently in her poems and prose, becoming part of her palimpsest-map of 
self-discovery. As a writer in England, her poetic forays into Greek straits were realised while 
she stayed on the coasts of North Cornwall and Devon, re-membering her childhood seascapes of 
the North Atlantic: New Jersey, Rhode Island, and the Casco islands off the coast of Maine. 
Throughout her life she was to spend much time in the southwest corner of England. The trip in 
early 1916 was (as far as I know) the first of her ventures to the area; certainly many of the 
significant experiences of her life, as well as a surprising number of her texts, were written, 
translated, or edited whilst she was staying in either Cornwall, Devon, or Dorset. She even spent 
one holiday off the far west coast, at Bryher, one of the Scilly Isles. The sea is a thematic link 
throughout the oeuvre of her poems. Where else in England could one be so easily within reach 
of such variety of magnificent sea-scenery? 

After renting the Old School House at Martinhoe during February 1916, in March the 
Aldingtons moved into nearby Woodland Cottage in the parish of Parracombe and a little later 
their friend John Cournos travelled down to join them. H.D. told friends how happy she was at 
Woodland. Referring to her surroundings as “wild and pagan,” she mentioned that the  “thatched 
cottage with a brook [was] backed by a wooded hill with a small mountain in front and the sea, 
with cliffs covered with gorge, is half a mile down the valley.”3 In a letter in May she told her 
friend, F.S. Flint, that “every day we go to Heddons [sic] Mouth about 1.30, bathe, scamper 
about on the rocks, build a drift-wood fire & have tea.”4

Critical consensus has it that although these weeks of the poet’s life are as yet part of a 
biographical narrative not yet fully explored, the writers evidently made the best of the 
“doomsday atmosphere which was never absent from consciousness.”5 They enjoyed hedonistic 

                    
3 H.D., letter to Marianne Moore; see Louis Silverstein, “H.D. Chronology,” April 15, 1916.
4 H.D., letter of May 25, 1916, to F. S. Flint, in Contemporary Literature 10, no. 4, Special Number on H.D. (1969): 
574. 
5  Donna Hollenberg, “Art and Ardor in World War One: Selected Letters from H.D. to John Cournos,” Iowa Review
16, no. 3, H.D. Centennial Issue (1986): 126. Cournos relates that there were long walks of “twenty-five miles a 
day” and visits to the nearby Hunter’s Inn, where “we filled ourselves with Niersteiner and, like souls possessed, 
danced and capered up and down the Devon hills, and scintillated with a wit which but rarely sprang from sober 
tongue. To forget the war was our one desire, and this was our way of seeking oblivion; but afterwards memory 
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pursuits, such as nude bathing at nearby Heddon’s Mouth, accompanied by various friends who 
were also in the area; amongst these were Carl and Flo Fallas. During this period H.D. had 
reason to be balancing a precarious emotional tightrope: a few years before, her close 
relationship with Frances Gregg had ended; the previous year she’d had a stillbirth and during 
the time in Devon she was still mourning her lost child. Her relationship with her husband was 
under strain and she was said to be avoiding intimacy because of the fear of another pregnancy.

To add to her woes, during the early months of the year Richard was under pressure of 
conscription; he eventually enlisted as a private in a local regiment. His departure must have 
been doubly upsetting for Hilda. After he left, with their friend Carl Fallas, she’s supposed to 
have turned to Cournos for support, “to console her in the days ahead,” or as Cournos himself 
writes, “to maintain the thinning spread of spirit in growing chaos.”6 It was during this period 
that the two friends mutually experienced the phantom voice of Richard calling them.7

You know you don’t know the language

yet you can follow the trail of hieroglyphs      

sea w/reeds   seawards

sea-texts        
During her time in Devon H.D. was writing avidly. There are differing accounts as to 

which manuscripts she was working on, but whilst Aldington was with her the couple probably 
stayed up some nights to work on respective translations.8 He wrote many poems, whilst his wife 
was working on Euripides’ Ion; Iphigenia in Aulis; the poems “Heliodora” and ‘Nossis”;9

possibly also on translations and extensions of Sappho’s fragments, as well as on several of the 
poems later published under The God.10 She may have worked on an early draft of an essay on 
Meleager, entitled “Garland.”11

   Fragments in poetic folds    what is lost   

or forgotten  

filled in by future’s reminiscence of a Past

                                                                 
would overtake us, would doubly grip us, to make us pay for our little excursions into half-forgetfulness.” John 
Cournos, Autobiography (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1935), 288-9.
6  “Art and Ardor,” 127. Hollenberg quotes Cournos’s Autobiography.
7  H.D. refers to this in a letter to Cournos. See “Art and Ardor,” 155.
8  Zilboorg believes that some poems, including “Heliodora,” embed facts from the couples’ lives; in that poem, the 
male character leaves the table where he had been working, to “greet the dawn.” “‘Soul of my Soul’: A Contextual 
Reading of H.D.’s ‘Heliodora,’” Sagetrieb 10, no. 3 (Winter 1991): 124.
9  Zilboorg, in “‘Soul of my Soul,’” considers that H.D. may have been working on these translations and was 
“drawing on autobiographical experience” (123).
10 The gaps in present awareness of the details of H.D.s’ life whilst staying in or near Martinhoe recapitulate her 
own strategy in her writing of some of these early lyrics; there are silences and spaces indicative of hidden narratives 
and the implicit sub-text of war.
11 Zilboorg, “‘Soul of my Soul,’” 130.
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After Richard had enlisted, Hilda stayed several more weeks at Woodland Cottage in the 
company of Cournos, and then moved eastwards, to Corfe in Dorset, to be near her husband at 
training-camp. There she worked on “Fragment Thirty-Six,” “The Islands,” the poems based on 
Sappho fragments, “Eurydice,” and the trio of poems “Amaranth,” “Eros,” and “Envy.” Two 
years later, in 1918, she was in the southwest again. This time her trip took her further west, to 
the Penwith peninsula in Cornwall, where she lived with the composer Cecil Gray from March to 
late summer, became pregnant with their daughter Perdita, and met Bryher, who was to become 
her lifelong partner. This period of the writer’s life has been richly documented, both by 
academics and by H.D. herself, in several of her autobiographical fictions, including Bid Me to 
Live.12 Her bond with the far west Cornish seascape was apparent; it was restorative, even 
mystical. Walking in this landscape and writing early drafts of Bid Me to Live, she felt that “the 
whole world was given her in consciousness, she was see-er, ‘priestess,’ … wise-woman with 
her witch-ball, the world.”13 As well as the fictionalised personal narratives, she was probably 
working on “Leda,” “Lethe,” and “Song,” as well as the long sequence Hymen. The following 
year H.D. spent time on Bryher (one of the Scilly Isles) and off and on during her life, especially 
during the Second World War, she visited Cornwall, often staying on the Lizard peninsula, at 
Mullion or Trenoweth. 

From here     we kick   the silver slipper

                 how it slips into the  bluegreen sea

Devon as key-seascape & sea-thyme time-shifts   
Although, with the exception of the months spent in Martinhoe, most of H.D.’s stays by 

or near southwest seas have been amply reported, as yet little attention has been given to the 
significance of the writer’s textual links with southwest coastal landscapes. This essay explores 
the interaction between some of her texts and the Devon coastal territory in which she 
temporarily settled. I believe that the sea-territory of this corner of the county became a central 
crux which propelled her toward more sophisticated poetic writing. The environment became a 
key-seascape, facilitating some of her later poetry.

As well as seeking refuge from the war-torn city, another motive for the couple to leave 
London for Devon may have been that they were eluding the male Modernist/Imagist writers’ 
“club” of Yeats, Eliot and Pound, so as to deliberately seek out a territory that had direct and 
established links with the by-then-outmoded Romantic aesthetic. Rather than being defined by 
the modernist school, north Devon’s contextual landscape was instead framed and haunted by 
those writers and poetry which most famously (and infamously) delineated the Romantic ethic 
and spirit: Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Shelley. Several critics see the early poems in Sea 
Garden as a revival of the Romantic ethos. Could it have been intentional for the two writers to 
enter the space where these earlier poet antecedents had roamed, to pursue and become 
immersed in the idyllic backdrop of the landscape’s Romantic textual contexts? Shelley and his 
first wife Harriet had stayed in Lynmouth, five miles to the east of Martinhoe. There the poet 

                    
12 Bid Me to Live: A Madrigal (London: Virago, 1984).
13 Bid Me to Live, 147.
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worked on Queen Mab and other pieces.14 Coleridge and Wordsworth spent time in the region 
and a number of other earlier writers had associations with that corner of Devon; the district was 
teeming with the imprint of writerly footsteps and texts. Devonshire’s literary context had a rich 
Victorian literary background palette, for the county’s north coastal and moorland scenery had 
been assimilated into a scintillating variety of 19th-century and early 20th-century texts. The area 
was renowned as a place of romantic adventure.15

The echoes between H.D./Aldington and Shelley/Harriet are especially intriguing and the 
resonance is enhanced by their potent contextual links.16 The couples’ visits to north Devon took 
place just over a hundred years apart, for the Shelleys had stayed in Lynmouth in 1812. H.D.’s 
interest in the earlier poet’s work was intense, manifesting in several texts. In her novel Paint It 
Today she uses Shelley’s translation of Plato in the epithet to Adonais, his elegy on Keats, to 
encode the affective intensity of her sister-bond with Frances Gregg.17 Significant themes of 
Shelley’s were concerns of the later poet and she adopted specific poetic modes used by him. 

                    
14 James Bieri, Percy Bysshe Shelley: A Biography: Youth’s Unextinguished Fire, 1792-1816 (Cranbury, NJ: 
Rosemont Publishing, 2004), 258.
15 Texts included poems and novels; fictional characters as much as authors may have been responsible for the 
various enticements of the area. Writers and texts included Blackmore’s Lorna Doone (1869) and Clara Vaughan
(1864), a sensation novel set at Heddon’s Mouth; Blackmore had also translated two of Virgil’s Georgics (1862). 
Other novels included: Marie Corelli’s The Mighty Atom (1896), which was set in Combe Martin; Charles 
Kingsley’s Westward Ho! (1854); Henry Kingsley’s Ravenshoe (1861), said to be inspired by Trentishoe; and 
Charlotte Chanter’s Ferny Combes (1856). In addition, George Eliot and George Lewes had stayed in Ilfracombe in 
1856 and Eliot was inspired by its scenery and marine life; and the American Susan Coolidge’s In the High Valley
(1890, the last book in the What Katy Did series), was set along the coast of north Devon. Devon novelist Mary
Patricia Willcocks, (her fiction included Wings of Desire and Widdicombe) had corresponded with both May 
Sinclair and Evelyn Underhill, both of whom knew H.D. Willcocks also corresponded with Jan Mills-Whitham, who 
was a friend of Cournos and the Aldingtons and lived on  Holdstone Down, near Combe Martin, nor far from where 
they stayed.  See Mary Patricia Willcocks’ correspondence with manuscripts, Z19/42/1-12 c1908-47: literary MSS, 
TSS and proofs, Devon Record Office, Exeter. Of the poets, Coleridge’s and Wordsworth’s infamous walks in the 
area, with their scenic centres of Lynton and the Valley of the Rocks resulted in several poems, including “The 
Ancient Mariner” (Coleridge) and “The Excursion” (Wordsworth).
16 Reports about the Shelleys’ visit to Devon are reminiscent of those about the Aldington couple: they were 
romantically involved; they stayed in a “romantic” cottage, whose name, “Woodbine,” echoes that of the 
Aldingtons’ “Woodland” (reported in The North Devon Herald newspaper, October 23, 1901); their cottage was 
similarly placed in the landscape: “[a]t its side and rear loomed steep hills; before it stretched the sea.” Walter 
Edwin Peck, Shelley: His Life and Work 1792-1817, Part 1 (Cambridge, MA: The Riverside Press, 1927), C-265. 
They also read and translated works together and took country walks, including to the Valley of Rocks. However, 
for the earlier couple, the dynamic between writer and muse was more traditional. Shelley’s “To Harriet,” written 
during this period, suggests that he “regarded his young wife as a potential second self,” whilst her writing was 
restricted to letters to friends and family. Teddi Chichester Bonca, Shelley’s Mirrors of Love: Narcissism, Sacrifice, 
and Sorority (Albany: State University of New York, 1999), 222. Nevertheless, it seems to have been Harriet who 
put into writing her response to the landscape surrounding them: in one letter she wrote,“It [Lynmouth]  is such a 
little place that it seems more like a fairy scene than anything in reality.” Letter to Catherine Nugent, June 30, 1812, 
in The Clairmont Correspondence: Letters of Claire Clairmont, Charles Clairmont and Fanny Imlay Godwin, 
volume 1, 1808-1879, edited by Marion Kingston Stocking (Baltimore and London: John Hopkins University Press, 
1995), 11.
17 The novel concludes with a composite sigil: the placing of a wreath on the tomb of Shelley’s grave, conflated with 
the inscription on that tomb: Ariel’s song from The Tempest, “He hath suffered a sea change into something rich and 
strange.” Paint It Today, 88. Note H.D.’s misquote of Shakespeare’s text used for the inscription: “But doth suffer a 
sea-change/Into something rich and strange.” The Tempest, act i, scene ii, lines 563-5. Perhaps this encoded a 
laying to rest of the past of her own relationship with Frances Gregg: H.D. may be encrypting her belief in the 
transmutation of their “dead” relationship into a spiritually living essence.  
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She shared his pre-occupation with the search for a lost twinned-soul in his quest romances, and 
both poets had a propensity for using cascades of imagery.18 Shelley’s poem Alastor had been 
published just before he arrived in Devon; there are parallels between it and H.D.’s early work in 
Sea Garden. Did H.D. know of his trip with his first wife to north Devon? Did that influence 
her? Correspondences between their writings suggest that possibility. 

However, perhaps it was just coincidence that the writer found herself in Devon; a case of 
synchronicity; or fate. Chronologically, H.D. completed the poems of Sea Garden before her trip 
to the Devon coast in 1916, so there could have been no equivalence of exterior scenery and 
interior poetic landscape. However, there are time-disparities surrounding the composition and 
publication of H.D.’s first book. Anyone familiar with that part of the north Devon coast as it 
merges into Somerset, would surely notice significant features of the wild and rugged seascape 
apparently reflected in so many of Sea Garden’s poems.19 Critics have tended to emphasise the 
poems’ scenic mirroring of other coasts, such as those of Italy and Norway, or have focused on 
their geographical anonymity.20 Susan Friedman notes that poems in Sea Garden are sited in a 
world of imagination, “in which nature is an exteriorization of the poet’s consciousness.”21 Was 
the poet oblivious to real features of territory surrounding her? Did she live in a bubble, far 
removed from the actualities of the place itself, instead conjuring the remote classical vistas of 
her inner fantasies into poetry? Much has been said about the classical locus of H.D.’s poetic 
landscape and her deeply embedded identification with that of the Greek topos. However, as 
Caroline Zilboorg has implied, there are indications that H.D.’s interiorised classical Greek 
landscapes were sometimes projected onto north Devon’s scenery: “[b]oth Greek material and 
the landscape of her surroundings in Devon seem to me to combine in ‘Nossis’ and 
‘Heliodora.’”22

                    
18Cassandra Laity, quoting William Ulmer, describes the “‘rapid, destabilizing passage from image to image’ of the 
beloved which ‘subjects desire to an open-ended process.’” “H.D., Modernism, and the Transgressive Sexualities of 
Decadent-Romantic Platonism,” in Gendered Modernisms: American Women Poets and their Readers, edited by 
Margaret Dickie and Thomas J. Travisano (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), 52. She quotes 
from Ulmer’s Shelleyan Eros: The Rhetoric of Romantic Love (1990). Laity remarks, “Eliot praised the precision of 
Pound’s doctrines in 1917 for making it ‘impossible to write like Shelley, leaving blanks for adjectives.’” She quotes 
Eliot’s To Criticize the Critic (1965). 
19 Bryher said that for her Sea Garden evoked “both the Scillies and the South.” The Heart to Artemis: A Writer’s 
Memoirs by Bryher (Ashfield, MA: Paris Press, 2006), 216. That does not specifically refer to the scenery of north 
Devon, but her comments suggests that others have found in the poems a correspondence of text and place other and 
more than that of the classical allusiveness itself, which is uppermost in the poems’ place-text lexicon.
20 For example, Zara Bruzzi suggests that  Balzac’s Seraphita, which opens with an “ostensibly real locale, centered 
on a Norwegian fjord,” may have provided the poet with a “landscape of sea, shore, and snowy heights” to be 
dramatised “towards transcendence.” “‘The Fiery Moment’: H.D. and the Eleusinian Landscape of English 
Modernism,” Agenda, H.D. Special Issue, 25, nos. 3-4 (1987/8): 99-100.
21 Susan Stanford Friedman, Penelope’s Web: Gender, Modernity, H.D.’s Fiction (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), 51. Friedman says that the poems in the collection have “no human geography”; they “are 
... not set in Greece,” “places are not specified ... the geography ... has been deliberately removed from human 
history.” 
22 Zilboorg, “‘Soul of my Soul,’” 124. Aldington hints at his nostalgic recollection of the county when he describes 
the “pitiless” situation of “twenty men huddled in a leaky tent / singing wistfully of the Devon hills,” whose 
“pathos” moves “even rich women...to compassion.” “Song” in An Imagist at War: The Complete War Poems of 
Richard Aldington (Cranbury, NJ: Rosemont Publishing, 2002), 149-50. He returned to the county for solitary 
fortnightly walking holidays during the early 1920’s, which perhaps confirms his fondness for the area. Richard 
Aldington and H.D.: Their Lives in Letters, 1918-61, edited by Caroline Zilboorg (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2003), 187.
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But, if there is no definitive equation of poems and place in H.D.’s poetry, what can be 
made of the more elusive conjunction of scene with inner-poetic-world that lured her, just at the 
critical time of poetic parturition, towards a location that would cradle her within its folds of 
elemental scenery? Was it just fortuitous that the Aldingtons ended up spending such a rural and 
at least partly reclusive existence, in a place where they were both (until the dual realities of war 
and complexities of conscription caught up with the pastoral idyll) inspired to maintain their 
writing momentum? If so, the visit could be seen as serendipitous. Given the unconventional life 
style and “Otherness” of the work of the poet, Devon’s seascape fitted her quest for  archaic and 
mystic territories, just as much as the ambiance of Celtic Cornwall, which she visited two years 
later.

Alternatively, did H.D. need to immerse herself within a real environment that resonated 
with the classical ethos of her own recent authorings? Precepts contained in many of the 
epigrams in Mackail’s The Greek Anthology, from which many of the poems in Sea Garden
derived, stressed the necessity of leaving toil and travail, to take time for respite in tranquil 
pastorally bordered sea-lands.23 Did the couple deliberately decide to find a place that would 
evoke the sites/sights of a landscape, which had existed only in dreamlike imagination for H.D. 
as she wrote many of the Sea Garden poems? Certainly several of the poems, if read as 
autobiography, seem to suggest a yearning; a plea, “to find a new beauty / in some terrible / 
wind-tortured place.”24 If so, did she/they intend to experience, to immerse themselves within the 
scenic ambiance of the world of the inner landscape of her first poems, after, rather than before, 
their inscription in text? Could that absorption have acted as a kind of catalyst that triggered the 
poet to develop her writing skills, giving her the impetus to achieve the greater intricacy of her 
second period of poetry?25 Several of H.D.’s critics have commented on how her writing 
changed after 1916; for instance, Diana Collecott places “her emergence from imagism” in 1916-
17 and Zilboorg agrees that a change in style took place during this period.26

There is no easy matching of chronological dates of H.D.’s texts with the factual dates of 
the writings themselves. Her life writing has always resisted any account of a chronological 

                    
23 Eileen Gregory calls Mackail’s Select Epigrams from the Greek Anthology “H.D.’s bible for the Greek text.” 
Gregory discusses the intertextuality between The Greek Anthology and Sea Garden. H.D. and Hellenism: Classic 
Lines (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 168-71. See in Sea Garden, for example, “Hermes,” “Wood 
Music,” “Orchard Corner,” and “Shrine by the Sea.”
24 From “Sheltered Garden,” in Sea Garden. Collected Poems, 1912-1944, edited by Louis L. Martz (Manchester, 
UK: Carcanet Press, 1984), 21.
25 May Sinclair suggested three phases for H.D.’s early poetry, corresponding to the following dates: 1913-16, 1916-
17, and 1921. She called the second phase a “transition,” characterised by (greater) “comparative intricacy.” See 
“The Poems of H.D.” [review of H.D.’s Collected Poems (1925)], Fortnightly Review 121 (March 1927): 329-345;  
reprinted in The Gender of Modernism: A Critical Anthology, edited by Bonnie Kime Scott (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1990), 453-67.
26 Collecott, H.D. and Sapphic Modernism, 7; Zilboorg, in “‘Soul of my Soul,’” says that in the poems “Nossis” and 
“Heliodora,” the poet “is turning [here] from the impersonal speakers of Sea Garden ... to a more intimate 
examination of the personal material on which ... her later work will ... be based” (123); Robert Duncan found Ion
(which she worked on whilst in Devon), a “turning point – the crowning achievement of her first phase, but also the 
declaration of her later work.” “Nights and Days, Chapter 2,” Sumac 1, no. 1 (1968): 107. Also in Robert Duncan, 
The H.D. Book, edited by Michael Boughn and Victor Coleman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011), 
209.
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narrative. The reader only needs to refer to “A Note on Poetry”27 to note how recalcitrant she 
was to any attempt to chronicle her life, or to any effort to match life-events with specific texts. 
Instead, the poet was intent on the search for an equivalence of writing and experience based on 
an internal, meditative linking. Her chains of memory, what she called her “inner world of 
imagination,” and “inner region of defence,” revolved around other parameters than those
dictated by the patriarchal clock.28 In later work, such as the autobiographical The Gift, she 
returned to the folds of her childhood roots, re-activating the mysterious crucible of the seeds of 
her esoteric origins: her extended memory allowed her to peer into the past, so as to re-member 
her own mother’s and grandmother’s past lives.29 Critics have written about her tendency, in 
post-World-War-Two texts, to circle backwards repeatedly, widdershins-fashion, to her World 
War One experiences. They describe how “[h]er writing ... resists the linear chronology of her 
life,” instead gathering an accretion of palimpsest-like multiplicity.30

It’s as though, arriving in North Devon, H.D. was taking herself backwards and right into 
the heart of the scenery of the sea-landscape of her completed and soon to be published first 
poems. As she drafted Sea Garden’s poems in war-torn London, did the poet, using a kind of 
reverse time-osmosis, allow her mind to drift into a reverie of what- is-to-come? Was she 
see/k/ing/seas into the future, rather than looking back to the past, as a sce/a/nery of southwest 
coasts became textually stitched within her anonymous, classically derived landscapes? 

As far as I know, there is no archival material recording why the Aldingtons chose the 
north Devon coast as their war retreat.31 There may have been a considered plan that H.D. would 
visit the dramatic coastal area, to engulf herself within the stage-set of her already realised 
poetry. There, she could find and fit her dream, pursue the rhythm, match the tonal mode and 
experience the essence of poems that still deeply engaged her; this empathy could help her to 
realise half-formed imaginative ideas, acting as catalyst to new poems.

It is as though H.D., exemplary “Imagiste,”32 left the war-torn city in order to escape to a 
sea-haven crucible, whose scenery and atmosphere could whirl her away from trauma and loss, 
back to a sheltered and safe past where she had first experienced intense mystical envelopment. 

                    
27 H.D., “Letter to Norman Pearson, 1937. (‘A Note on Poetry’),” Agenda, H.D. Special Issue, 25, nos. 3-4 (1987/8): 
71-76.
28 H.D., “A Note on Poetry,” 71 and 73. “Times, places, dates don’t seem so much to matter,” (“A Note on Poetry,” 
74). Yet, paradoxically perhaps, she was always obsessed with such phenomenon as numerology, which included a 
fascination with dates of birth, meetings, anniversaries, deaths etc.
29 In The Gift, the adult poet, enduring the terrors of the Blitz, reflects on her child self. Seeking sustenance from 
recollections of her grandmother’s revelations in the past, she recalls that as a girl “I saw, I understood...a memory 
of my grandmother’s or her grandmother’s – a lost parchment...” H.D., The Gift, (London: Virago Press, 1984), 134-
5. There are other examples in The Gift that exemplify similar phenomena of retrieving memories from a past 
beyond the individual’s physical life. Arthur Versluis comments, “This concept of a word opening a door into the 
lives of one’s ancestors and into spiritual mysteries is at the very center of The Gift...” Restoring Paradise: Western 
Esotericism, Literature, Art, and Consciousness (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2004), 114.
30 Norman Kelvin, “H.D. and the Years of World War I,” Victorian Poetry 38, no. 1 (2000): 170.
31 Except that their friends Carl and Flo Fallas were living in the same area.
32 Pound had so labelled H.D. and defined the new literary movement, in the now-famous incident at the British 
Museum tea-rooms in 1912, when he scrawled “H.D. Imagiste” at the bottom of three of her early poems: “Hermes 
of the Ways,” “Epigram,” and “Priapus.” See H.D., End to Torment (New York: New Directions, 1979), 18.
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That retrospective movement could, in turn, propel her forwards to a transformative renewal and 
accretion of more sophisticated writing. 

sea-garden & after
As already noted, several writers on H.D. have called the 1916-17 period that of a “New 

Birth” for the poet, considering that during this time the tenor of her poetry altered.33 The poetry 
of Sea Garden has already been the focus of much intense analysis, but I would like to consider 
some of these poems, as well as some of the poems she was writing during or shortly after her 
Devon stay, to explore the possibility of rejuvenation and transformation.

An understanding of the apparently rather random nature of the release of the collection 
Sea Garden for publication is valuable for a reader’s understanding of the poems themselves. 
Shortly after their arrival in Martinhoe, in late February 1916, H.D. wrote to Amy Lowell, telling 
her that Sea Garden was to be published. She added the book “will not come out in three 
months” as planned, “because of paper shortage.”34 The build-up to and actual publication of the 
poet’s first collection was apparently a textual pre-occupation throughout her stay in Devon: on 
15 April, she told Marianne Moore that it is “horribly uneven,” adding “but it seemed best to 
make up the book at the time and I just let all go” (my emphasis). She mentioned that she was 
preparing another volume.35 By May 17 she “has received the proofs of SEA GARDEN,” which 
are “beautifully printed” by the Chiswick Press, and is “awfully pleased.”36

No question of wanting  to O/wn the residual body    

of texts

H.D.’s words to Marianne Moore, I just let all go, implicitly suggest that she had been 
reluctant to release her work for publication, perhaps because psychically, or psychologically, 
she was still bound to (or bonded with) her poems. For, if H.D. was loath to “let poems go,” and 
was working on the formation of another volume, whilst still focused on the energies of Sea 
Garden, her next manuscripts could show preoccupation with the same concerns and themes as 
that first collection. 

The sequence of published collections by the poet is in any case not a straightforward 
process and is as tricky to map in chronological ordering with the writing itself as is the writing 
with H.D.’s life. Critical consensus has assumed a coherence and intent behind the scheme of 
both Sea Garden and its chronologically published follow-up sequences.37 However, one or two 

                    
33 See notes 25 and 26.
34 See Silverstein, “H.D. Chronology,” February 22, 1916.
35 Silverstein, “H.D. Chronology,” April 15, 1916. The poet’s comment implies that at least some poems from her 
next volume, The God, were first drafted in 1916, whilst she was in Devon.
36 Silverstein, “H.D. Chronology,” May 17, 1916.
37 For example, Eileen Gregory sees the poems as “selected and arranged quite deliberately.” She says “the unity of 
Sea Garden is not immediately apparent; nevertheless the work gives a singleness of affect.” “Rose Cut in Rock: 
Sappho and H.D.’s Sea Garden,” in Signets: Reading H.D., edited by Susan Stanford Friedman and Rachel Blau 
DuPlessis (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1999),  129-154, 139. Rachel Connor sees “an underlying sense of 
movement and process” and “underlying narratives.” H.D. and the Image (Manchester, UK: Manchester University 
Press, 2004), 36-7.  Megan Lloyd Davies sees a “cohesive set of themes.” “H.D. Imagiste? Bisexuality: Identity: 
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writers have considered instead that the two published volumes, Sea Garden and The God,
should be read as a single unit. Zara Bruzzi reads Sea Garden and The God as a “single text 
rather than as collections of isolated poems ... a dismembered narrative which the reader must 
reconstitute from related fragments – arguably the first Modernist long poem.”38 Fred Beake’s 
reading of Sea Garden chimes with this:  he sees a “rather centreless book, which is … like a 
series of fragments from a larger dream.”39 My interpretative inclination expands this approach 
in following H.D.’s early poetry over several more of the published collections, reading across 
and through Sea Garden, The God, Hymen, and Heliodora. 

Several poems published in later H.D. collections hint at possible Devonian scenic 
origins and may have been written at, or soon after, her months in the county. Zilboorg has 
remarked how both “Heliodora” and “Nossis” (in Heliodora, 1924) merge H.D.’s beloved Greek 
landscape with that of the Devon scenery in which the poet was staying.40 Other poems probably 
written during this period (or just afterwards), seem to conjure the spectacular scenery at 
Heddon’s Mouth, with its magnificent great gorge, which became the daily venue for the 
Aldingtons during spring 1916. Such is the heart of “The Islands,” where the “specific, exclusive 
domain”41 of the poem “is set apart / beauty is cast by the sea …//... the winds that slash its beach 
/ swirl the coarse sand / upward toward the rocks.”42 Connective threads are evident between 
several other Sea Garden poems and “The Islands” (later published in Hymen); other poems, in 
later collections, similarly present seascapes evoking that first sequence; so much is this the case 
that a reader is impelled to interpret them alongside, or as part of the pattern of the earlier poems. 
“Sheltered Garden,” “The Gift,” and “The Shrine” all chime with “Islands”: in them, the persona 
longs to find the wild-heart,  the altar of a site, a shrine or temenos (sacred precinct): to “find a 
new beauty / in some terrible / wind-tortured place” (“Sheltered Garden”); “we have found you, / 
we watch the splendour of you, / we thread throat on throat of freesia / for your shelf” (“The 
Shrine”); and “bare rocks ... / ... twisted, no beauty / to distract” (“The Gift”). Other poems that 
seem to inscribe ritualistic movement towards a meditative, epiphanic state, or to invoke a 
goddess figure, include “Thetis,” “Sea Heroes,” and “She Rebukes Hippolyta” (in Hymen).43

Her life followed a non-chronological twist of coastal paths

& fate took her into its coves and shores

                                                         of extended memory

                                                                 
Imagism” in Kicking Daffodils: Twentieth Century Women Poets, edited by Vicki Bertram (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 1997), 42.
38 Bruzzi, “‘The Fiery Moment,’” 99.
39 Fred Beake, “The Sea Garden,” Acumen, 46 (May 2003), 38-45. Accessible online at 
<http://www.poetrymagazines.org.uk/magazine/record.asp?id=21513>.
40 Zilboorg says that “[b]oth Greek material and the landscape of her surroundings in Devon seem to me to combine 
in ‘Nossis’ and ‘Heliodora’” (“‘Soul of my Soul,’” 124). 
41 Gregory, H.D. and Hellenism, 34.
42  From “The Islands” in Hymen (Collected Poems, 126).
43 Collected Poems, 21, 8, 18; 116-18, 129-30, 138-140. They show the “illusion of the poem as a liminal passage.” 
Gregory,  H.D. and Hellenism, 124.  
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These connections hint that the poems were written during a particular period, which 
suggests that their origins have been obscured by later publication in sequences in which separate 
dispersal has disguised their similarities. 

I like to read across all these first collections as a single entity, but am not suggesting that 
it is possible to construe a linear narrative from the poems; a reductionist approach misses the 
dizzy multiplicity of the writing. Nevertheless, the dispersed poems could be re-interpreted as a 
dynamic and dazzling interplay of lights, a shimmering ebb and flow of texts and tides. This 
would take into account the poet’s engagement with sea iconography; the phono-texts; her life as 
poet-expatriate; her re-memberings of childhood coasts; the sublimated textualizations of her 
bisexuality; her fondness for word-play and coded devices; intertexts between her and others’ 
poetry and her obsession with classically allusive seascapes.

  Listen to the sea-shells of subtextual sounds

        how they open doors

It is useful here to recapitulate critical readings of Sea Garden. Most interpretations 
implicitly recognize the poet’s compulsive love affair with the classical world.44 Some readings 
have emphasised her re-invention of a Romantic visionary landscape of the past, as a 
“reconciliation between the Romantic past and the war-torn present.”45 Others dissect the spare, 
sparse, and disembodied poems that make up Sea Garden as representative of the poet’s 
deconstructed re-incarnations of the Sapphic impulse.46 The latter proclivity for H.D. included a 
poetic reconstitution of a kind of celestial sisterhood, the eruption of multiple spirit/ed voices: 
these sublimate the personal trauma of the writer’s loss of Frances Gregg, the American woman 
who had been H.D.’s intimate sister-friend before she arrived in England.

I  agree with the gist of all these, but see the collection’s initial guiding impulse as a 
disguised, fragmented, and extended elegy, a paean, for her lost friend; with the proviso that its 
poetic narrative is extended right across and through poems in later cycles. 

The “coda” is a useful, explanatory, interpretive starting-point:

The city is peopled
with spirits, not ghosts, O my love:

Though they crowded between
and usurped the kiss of my mouth

                    
44 See for example, Gregory, H.D. and Hellenism; Gregory examines the complex intertextuality of classical 
allusions in H.D.’s work, including that of the early sequence. 
45 Cassandra Laity, H.D. and the Victorian Fin de Siècle: Gender, Modernism, Decadence (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996), 30. Susan Stanford Friedman says: “her distaste for the ‘sheltered garden’ and her 
celebration of wild, straggly, stunted sea roses were images of escape into a modernist green world beyond the 
confines of Victorian respectability ...” “Modernism of the ‘Scattered Remnant’: Race and Politics in the 
Development of H.D.’s Modernist Vision,” in H.D: Women and Poet, edited by Michael King (Orono, ME: 
National Poetry Foundation, 1986), 116.
46 See Diana Collecott,  H.D. and Sapphic Modernism, 25, for a resume of these critics’ readings.
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their breath was your gift,
their beauty, your life.

The “coda”/“city” presents all the poems in Sea Garden as received gifts from a lost 
lover (“their breath was your gift”), who has presented the poet-persona with a psychic keepsake, 
an eternal memory of their relationship. Sea-Garden’s city may represent both the societal city, 
recently destroyed by war, and an eternal or Heavenly city, from where spirit-voices materialise 
to the poet-persona (“usurped the kiss of my mouth”).  Rather than being overwhelmed by the 
onslaught of spectral phenomena, she has understood the gifted, enigmatic nature of their 
presence/s as having been esoterically sent by her eternal soul-mate.47 The gift is reciprocal: 
“y[our] gift...y[our] life.” As a neat closure of the gift-exchange, H.D.’s own return-gift, earlier 
in the sequence, is her own poem, “The Gift,” which concludes:

I send no string of pearls,
no bracelet – accept this. 

Gregory says of this poem: “the seer/poet, shaken by an intimate encounter with a woman 
she loves, offers her the ‘gift’ of this poem ... [which] honors the woman yet while doing so it 
shows the necessity of the seer’s withdrawal” from her, as clairvoyant.48

                     Her voice    her voice 

                                                                        it’s      me      

                                                                             silly!

                                                            who   else      after all  

                                                     would  call     opening   throats   

                                                           through      a  window

      The sequence accepts the shaping destiny of guiding presences and can be read as a 
dual or split “gift,” from and for ancestral sororal presences. Gregory puts it thus:

   [“Cities”] ... presents explicitly the figure of a guardian and speaker – the voice in the poems of Sea 
Garden - who is given the gift of utterance through the breath of spirits, ancient daimones. In this 
context the sea garden is a sacred place where the ever-present voices are entertained, where the work 
of spirit, marginal yet essential to life, can continue.49

                    
47 H.D. may have been influenced by the Theosophist Emanuel Swedenborg’s text The Heavenly City; she was 
familiar with his mystical philosophies from her early days with Pound in America. See Bruzzi, “‘The Fiery 
Moment,’” 98-9, and Peter Liebregts, Ezra Pound and Neoplatonism (Cranbury, NJ: Rosemont Publishing, 2004),
30. Interestingly, Laity notes that Frances Gregg inscribed several love poems to H.D. “On the fly-leaf, back pages 
and title pages of H.D’s first copy of Sea-Garden...” H.D. and the Victorian Fin de Siècle, 39. See Adalaide Morris, 
“Giving in Turn: H.D. and the Spirit of the Gift” in her How to Live/What to Do: H.D.’s Cultural Poetics (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press), 120-148, for the contextual background of H.D. and the Moravian economy of the 
“Gift.”
48 Gregory, “Rose Cut in Rock,” 148.
49 Gregory, “Rose Cut in Rock,” 151.
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                  A life compiled with all its secrets teased out

in infinite script

sea-spirits  
Let’s digress just for a moment and look back through cyber-space, where H.D. and her 

friend John Cournos sitting in their rented north Devon cottage look out onto the little garden and 
hear the ethereal voice of Richard Aldington calling his friend: John. John! You can interpret 
their experience as pure fantasy, brought on by recent traumatic events in H.D.’s life in wartime 
London; or you could take it at face value as a genuine psychic experience. I tend to do the latter. 
Reading H.D.’s poetry with its full implications includes trusting her clairvoyant “skills,” for, 
unfashionable as these may now be, they began early in her personal and writing lives. 
Contemporaries were aware of her abilities, often turning to her for telepathic guidance.50 By 
retreating to the southwest coast, the poet may have sought to revitalise her clairvoyant gifts, to 
enter the ritual of her poetic sea-garden dreamland, in order that she might honour the gift of that 
psychic inheritance; she was living out its processes. Was her visit to the West Country a tribute 
to her demons, a journey whose purpose was to meet the invisible guides who had called her out 
of herself, to invite and complete an “acceptance of one’s given destiny”?51

Sea Garden presents a proliferation of unseen and incorporeal presences (the spirit-voices 
or deities) who “usurped the kiss of my mouth” and [whose] “breath was your gift.” As Morris 
says of the sequence, “[t]he gods function not as a poem’s ornament but as its absent center.”52

These presences include the “sophisticated daimon” of  “The Helmsman”;53 the wild and 
mysterious siren Goddess at the heart of “The Shrine” (“you are great, fierce, evil”), to whom the 
initiates “sing”; an unnamed and beloved lost companion, who in “Pursuit” has mysteriously 
disappeared: (“I can find no trace of you / in the larch-cones and the underbrush”); and the wind-
daimons/erinyes/harpies of “The Wind Sleepers” (who “roam in search of their altar”54). 

The striking difference between the disembodied voices of these hidden presences in Sea 
Garden and those which appear richly scattered through the collections which follow (The God, 
Hymen, and Heliodora), including Adonis, Pygmalion, Eurydice, Demeter, Simaethea, Thetis, 
and Circe, is that so many of the latter are dramatic lyrics voiced by a variety of mythical (mostly 
female) “characters.” These are presented with  a refined variety of poetic skills, which suggest 
psychological development and sophisticated skills of apperception and clairvoyance. By the 
time she began to write these dramatic lyrics H.D. /poet/psychic had developed an uncanny 
ability to tune in, to pick up or “hear” others’ individual voices, which necessitated the freeing of 
her persona to be “taken over” by an/other’s identity. This transformative re-integration involved 
re-inventions of the poetic-self, necessitating letting go past accumulations of trauma and loss 
and emptying self into a “new way of being.”

                    
50 In Asphodel she tells of her pianist friend Walter Rummel’s “absolute conviction that there were … voices in the 
air about them”;  “[h]e believes he can hear things”: she recounts how, after noting her susceptibility to these forces, 
he told her he thought she “might [also] be able to get it … [g]et – something - somewhere.” Asphodel, edited by 
Robert  Spoo (Durham, NC: Duke University Press), 37 and 35.
51 Gregory, “Rose Cut in Rock,” 144.
52 Morris, “Projection: A Study in Thought,” ch. 3 of How to Live/What to Do (89-119), 98.
53 Gregory, H.D. and Hellenism, 113.
54 Morris, “Projection: A Study in Thought,” 98.
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The experimental “try-outs,” as though in the mask of another’s self and as  clairvoyant, 
permitted H.D. to embrace dual/split modes of real/outer and unreal/inner worlds and to present 
ways of handling this doubled gift, or role. For a woman artist who had previously been 
appropriated as object of (Imagist) male canonical theory, the practice promised a way out of 
alienation. The poems voiced as personal dramatic lyrics suggest that H.D. had accumulated 
confidence in her ability to express another’s interior identity, enabling her to give a voice to 
previously silenced mythical females. She probably wrote “Eurydice” in Dorset whilst at the 
peak of her assimilation of these skills. In that poem the long-suffering, previously silent 
Eurydice, retaliating, screams back at Orpheus:

At least I have the flowers of myself,
and my thoughts, no god 
can take that; 
I have the fervour of myself for a presence
and my own spirit for light; 

and my spirit with its loss 
knows this; 
though small against the black, 
small against the formless rocks, 
hell must break before I am lost; 

before I am lost,
hell must open like a red rose 
for the dead to pass.55

By the time this poem was drafted H.D. had been gifted with new singing powers and 
could revel as writer in her command of various masks or character roles and impersonations. 
She could let herself be “taken over” by guiding presences; could listen to their archaic spirit 
voices and release her-self to their “siren-singing” calls. As poet, she could invoke their siren-
realm, entreat the granting of the power of song and release her ability to hear and “sing” a 
whole charm of voices. Here is where the roles of poet and opera singer meet:  how the “voices” 
stay in the head and only dissolve into the ether at their own volition: neither singer’s nor 
poet’s.56

H.D.’s memoir Paint It Today, which may have already existed in some form in 1916,57

can be read contextually, as a prose equivalent accompanying Sea Garden and other early 
poems. It also centres on the poet’s love for and loss of Frances Gregg.58 In the novel, Midget 
                    
55 Collected Poems, 55.
56 Sometimes the two worlds conjoin; years later, in 1955, when H.D. gave a radio “performance” of some passages 
from Helen in Egypt, she wrote that “I seemed to lose myself, to be myself [in the person of Helen] as hardly ever in 
my life before” (Silverstein, “H.D. Chronology,” February 2, 1955). This suggests that the poet had always looked 
for this kind of immersion into an/other personality, but that as writer, this skill had eluded her. Rachel Connor 
comments: “the use of voice in her performance ... allows her - through loss of herself - to challenge the notion of 
identity itself as singular and homogeneous.” H.D. and the Image, 84.
57 Paint It Today was completed in 1921. (Edited by Cassandra Laity, New York: New York University Press, 
1992). Friedman says that it was possibly the same book about which H.D. wrote to Cournos in 1919 (Penelope’s 
Web, 71). 
58 The roman à clef narrates events in her life, and culminates during the First World War, ending as she enters into 
her long partnership with Althea, who represents Bryher.
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(H.D.), describes how she has negotiated a doubled agony, what she calls “the tidal wave” of 
losing her friend Josepha (Gregg), in terms of her self-constructed invention of a “new trick of 
seeing”: the process suggests a special re-integration of inner (invisible) and outer (visible) 
worlds:

A tidal wave does one of two things… it slashes you out, in the crest … high, high above 
the rest of itself and the rest of humanity. This is a very marvelous sensation to the few thus 
chosen to be the high froth or the high nothingness of the wave itself. 59

Most explorations of H.D.’s encounters with esoteric phenomena list the supposedly most 
intense arcane experiences that she had through her life, which began at least two years after her 
visit to Devon.60 However, it is likely that during these early years of her marriage with 
Aldington, and probably before, during her relationship with Gregg, the poet was experimenting 
with alternative mind states - what we would now call hypnosis, trance or deep meditation. 
H.D.’s awareness of  and experiments with out-of-the-body experiences may have occurred 
involuntarily, perhaps as a manifestation of post-traumatic shock syndrome, or a kind of 
psychological detachment, resulting from the  trauma occasioned by her loss of Gregg, the events 
of the war, and the still-birth of her baby. Whatever led to the new perceptions, they evidently 
led to intensely felt sensitivities; these may have included such phenomenon as astral projection, 
as well as various other meditative dream and mind-states.

As Friedman remarks, Midget’s habit of escape described in Paint It Today, where she 
“leaves her body for a dreamscape,”61 “[a]nticipat[es] H.D.’s account in The Gift of her ‘trick’
for surviving air raids in World War II.”62 Having “left her soul ‘here’ (in ordinary space and 
time) and sen[t] her body ‘there’” (an/Other dimension) “to meet her lover in the spirit world,” 
she describes a kind of psychic inversion of fourth-dimensional territory.63 Hence, the roots of 
daemonic possession, the conjuring (drawing up of spirits for the writer to embody) and the 
conjured (being as poet, object of the spirits’ call to another dimension), which became essential 
to the poet’s perception and transformative poetry. 

sea/cret experience and territories
      I understand H.D.’s transmogrification as having been accomplished by way of her “sea-

immersion” into timeless transformative underworld/unconscious processes - the “sea-garden” of 
her sea/see/seer/secret experiences.64 Her loss of self to the sea, her “sea-change,” intentionally, 
or not, took place whilst she was staying near the sea in north Devon. 65 Deep in the glades of 
wooded coastal copses the poet was able to find a sea-haven retreat, her enchantment, her 

                    
59 Paint It Today, 48.
60 See Albert Gelpi, “The Thistle and the Serpent,” introduction to H.D., Notes on Thought and Vision (San 
Francisco: City Light Books, 1992), for an account of the experiences which instigated her intense interest in 
esoteric experience.
61 Penelope’s Web, 204.          
62 Penelope’s Web, 204. Friedman further comments that Midge’s “dreamscape” is reminiscent of Poe’s “Dream-
land” (204-5).
63 Penelope’s Web, 205.
64 My understanding of sea-significance for H.D. is largely indebted to the essay by Eileen Gregory, “Falling from 
the White Rock: A Myth of Margins in H.D.,” Agenda, H.D. Special Issue, 25, nos. 3-4 (1987/8): 113-123.
65 Several poems encode an initiatory descent through gradations of water: they include “Thetis,” in Hymen, with its 
coloured striations of “paved parapet” (Collected Poems, 116-8).
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temenos, which in effect located a site of sanctuary. It established in reality what had before 
existed only as an imaginary region recreated from within, in the early poems of Sea Garden. 

     Many texts by writers on the subject of ancient classical ritual describe sanctuaries  as 
situated at places of “towering heights, [with] rocky cliffs … and the sweet charm of sacred 
groves with their rustling leaves, singing birds, and murmuring brooks,”66 sites which conjoin 
coastal-scapes and land locations. The corner of north Devon where the Aldingtons were staying 
exemplified an ideal archetypal location, fitting the criteria of that used in the Greek topos to 
encapsulate the features of the ritual site. North coastal Devon was, and is, the kind of 
environment which could become part of what Edward Casey called a “plenum-of-places,” or 
Eileen Gregory, writing about H.D., a “telos of nostalgia.”67 A participant, inhabitant, or 
observer of this landscape (an amalgam of real and imaginary) is in search of nostalgia, at a place 
that is:

“… an encompassing whole made up of particular places in dynamic interaction with each other.” 
The world imagined in nostalgia serves as a “mediatrix” between the particular place of actual 
memory and the metaphysical place of origins.68

Speaking many years later about her early poems, H.D. remarked, 

I am surprised at the sadness in those poems … It is hard to explain it. We say … when someone 
dies, he or she has gone home. I was looking for home, I think. But a sort of heaven-is-my-home, I 
was looking for that …69  

Paint It Today also explores its protagonist Midget’s sense of isolation as an expatriate in 
London, confirming the sense that for H.D. that period of her early poetry was shadowed by a 
feeling of homesickness and that what she had missed was “the roughness and the power of that 
wilderness” that she had left in America.70  

   As noted already, throughout several of the early poems, both in Sea Garden and in later 
collections, the writer/persona seems to plead for a special place: a place of “torture,” wild, 
remote, inaccessible: her “shrine.” “The Shrine,” “The Wind Sleepers,” “The Gift,” “Sheltered 
Garden,” “The Cliff Temple” (all in Sea Garden);   “Eurydice,” “Hermonax” (The God); 
“Thetis,” “Circe,” “The Islands” (Hymen); “Wash of cold river” (Heliodora); and other poems 
inscribe a sanctuary at the heart of the poem. The inner-kernel of “The Islands” (“Beauty is set 
apart”) suggests a sea/cret garden set within the circles of islands which encompass the poem. 

                    
66 See Walter Burkert and John Raffan, Greek Religion: Archaic and Classical (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 
1985), 84-5.
67 Gregory refers to Casey’s concept in H.D. and Hellenism, 35. She draws the term from Casey’s “The World of 
Nostalgia,” Man and World 20 (1987): 361-84.
68 Gregory, H.D. and Hellenism, 35.
69 H.D., in her late memoir “Compassionate Friendship,” 12-13, quoted in Gregory, H.D. and Hellenism, 35. The 
final two ellipses are mine.
70 Paint It Today, 14. Friedman refers to the “psychic borderlines of expatriatism.” “Exile in the American Grain: 
H.D.’s Diaspora,” Agenda, H.D. Special Issue, 25, nos. 3-4 (1987/8): 31. Laity, in her introduction to Paint It Today, 
says that the novel “reveals a story she suppressed in her poetry” (xvii).
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  “The Islands” has been identified as the locus of H.D.’s search for origins, home, and a 
maternal past. Her concept and textualization of “islands” is itself a kind of “plenum-of-places,” 
in that it incorporates the landscapes of Pennsylvania and the north Atlantic sea-coast of New 
Jersey, as well as Greece and the anonymous features within the Sea Garden poems 
themselves.71 The north Devon scenery, in which she immersed herself during the early months 
of 1916, could also be included as another idealised location that became part of her islands-
plenum-of-places. I prefer to imagine the Devonian sea-territory as the most significant of all the 
locations, in its invocation of that archetypal place of origin. 

   Whilst she was in north Devon H.D. was able to experience a sensual, physical, emotional,
and psychical response to the sea-world, whereby the English seas, looking out onto the Atlantic, 
could become fused with those of her home across the Atlantic. Revelling in this immersion she 
was able to delineate a textualized self, in terms of the loss of her early idealised childhood sea-
landscape and a real (or figurative) looking back over amniotic Atlantic waters to distant 
American shores. Critics have remarked how the topographical textualization of sea figured in 
her treatment of the alienation and the difference she experienced as an expatriate: the severance, 
schisms, displacement, and fragmentation of self. For instance, writing in Tribute to Freud, H.D. 
mentions "two countries, America and England … separated by a wide gap in consciousness and 
a very wide stretch of sea." 72

    H.D.’s inter-relationship with sea, both in life and texts, is mostly blissfully jouissant. She 
had many dramas and traumas to chasten her, but essentially sea-envelopment was a 
transformative, sometimes clairvoyant, healer. The watery coastal envelopment in Devon could 
have returned her to a timeless imaginary world of bliss; a space, where as se/er “beneath the 
water” she could explore the underwater sea-garden of the see/ed bed of her interior space, so 
enabling her to restore the lost imaginary M/other’s voice.73

Writing in later life about her early  “classical”/“Greek” poems, including some of those 
published in Sea Garden, H.D. describes the “nostalgia for a lost land” which they represent: “I 
might, psychologically just as well, have listed the Casco Bay islands off the coast of Maine but I 
called my islands Rhodes, Samos and Cos.” She identifies the lost land of Atlantis, “that 
island…England,” with the “sea-islands of the coast of Maine.” Her final image for her 
“phantasy” of islands, which she called poems of “escapism,” is the “clasp of the white 
necklace.”74 H.D.’s charting of her “inner world of imagination” is emblemised by a 
topographical linking of the intense reality of the sea-scape islands of her childhood with the 
                    
71 Lundy island, with its complex history, is off the north Devon coast and accessible from Ilfracombe, but as far as I 
know H.D. did not visit the island.
72 H.D., Tribute to Freud (New York: New Directions, 1984), 32. Like other expatriate women writers, H.D. 
persistently employed sea figuration to explain and analyse her creative impulse and self identity: as well as fiction 
and poetry she critically self-examined her status and sense of dislocation as an expatriate in letters, journals, essays, 
and other writings.
73 The feminist critic, Hélène Cixous, in her analysis of the Imaginary, refers to a female fascination with oceanic 
origins. In several texts she invokes a sea-interior space, where “sea” becomes emblem of the semiotic chora. See, 
for example, “Le Rire de la Méduse,” L’Arc 61 (1975): 39-54, translated as “The Laugh of the Medusa” by Keith 
Cohen and Paula Cohen, Signs 1, no. 4 (Summer 1976): 875-93, and “L’Approche de Clarice Lispector,” Poétique
40 (1979): 408-19, translated as “Clarice Lispector: The Approach,” by Deborah Jenson in “Coming to Writing” 
and Other Essays (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991), 59-77.
74 “A Note on Poetry,” 71-5. The image of the “clasp of the white necklace” first appears in her poem “The Islands.”
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“fragments” or beads of a “sheaf of poems,” which include several of her translated and 
expanded poetic texts from Sappho. She weaves these fragments with the re-membered fragrance 
of her beloved islands: they are garlands derived from her intoxicating childhood sea-garden.75

           Walking on exhilarating Devon coasts

                                             sea/ee ing

                beyond those forest paths    

             the secret invisible  haven of Arden

It is as though “English” seas, represented for the poet in early 1916 by the southwestern 
coastal contours, were merged with those of her American home. Unlike her compatriot Sylvia 
Plath, who also visited north Devon seas some years later, but apparently hated the coastline, 
H.D. loved swimming in the sea, bathing nude and sun bathing and therefore had many 
opportunities to revel in intense “salt” experiences. 

Beyond the reintegration of individual psychic origins, the sea as symbolic interior space 
also links with occult essences, which represent impersonal and timeless initiations of ritualistic 
transformation. The poet was possessed by the persuasive and compelling voices of the sea-
sisters who had charmed her inner imagination as she wrote the poems which make up Sea 
Garden; nereids, naiads, and hamadryads lured her to water and the foam of sea. Each of their 
voices held the ring of authenticity, though they were invisible and often nameless; for as one 
writer exploring river/water iconography explains, “each has her particular identity and 
personality recognizable from her surroundings, her voice.”76

Voice, in all its ramifications, is in any case vital to the poems in Sea Garden and in many 
of the poems composed after that sequence. However, H.D.’s poetic sound world has only 
recently begun to be analysed as a complex and essential component of her work, by the critic 
Adalaide Morris.77 Sea Garden’s aural-territory is fundamental to that sequence, as Morris has 

                    
75 My use of “fragrance” here is deliberate. As she reflects on the interplay between islands and early poems H.D. 
slips from the expression “fragrant pages” to “fragments...of parchment” (“A Note on Poetry,” 71-3).
76 Frederic Colwell, Rivermen; A Romantic Iconography of the River and the Source (Montreal: McGill-Queens 
University Press, 1989), 41.
77 See especially “Wingéd Words: H.D.’s Phonotexts and the Configurations of Meaning,” and “H.D. on the Air: 
Acoustical Technologies, Virtual Realities, and Helen in Egypt” in Adalaide Morris, How to Live/What to Do, 19-55 
and 56-86. Morris notes several factors in H.D.’s background that predisposed her towards keen “aural acuity” (70). 
H.D.’s musical and aural sensitivities may have been influenced by her contacts a few years earlier with the pianist 
Walter Rummel in Paris and through him, with Debussy’s piano music. She could have attuned to that composer’s 
unique sound world. Debussy’s piano music, composed and performed during the years H.D. was in Paris, was 
noted for its dreamy evocation of mysterious aural colourings; its preoccupation with hazy and subdued light and 
shadow gradations of sound, achieved through overlapping chords and motifs; its exquisite harmonic changes and 
subtle changes of sound which included shifting chromatic changes. Sea Garden’s poems are poetically equivalent 
to such pieces as the series of Images, which had been composed just before H.D.’s stay in Paris, or the Préludes,
which were finished by the end of 1913. Such compositions as Voiles, Le Vent dans la plaine and Cloches à travers 
les feuilles must have become familiar to the poet as she sat listening to Rummel, who, perhaps perceiving her as 
muse, asked for her opinion on the music. In her autobiographical Asphodel, H.D. mentions “[t]he gold fish … and 
the castle under the sea” (Poissons d’or and La Cathédrale engloutie), referring to Rummel’s playing in terms of 
watery imagery (35-8).
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extensively illustrated. Each poem’s phonotext is made up of sound, in all its guises: noise, 
music, incantation, chant, voice, sound-effect, word-prosody, word-music, song. Most 
importantly, persistent all the way through, and prefiguring the poet’s late epic work, Helen in 
Egypt, is the erotically charged sound-set of the sea and its environment, all-pervasive as urgent 
background, as well as bearer of enigmatic meaning.

sea-garden/seek arden
The encoded discourse within these poems is another underexplored feature of H.D.’s 

early work.78 There are many cryptic possibilities within the poems and these disguise other 
secrets at the heart of the texts. Waiting to be discovered are chains of secret and hidden auditory 
signifiers, “wingéd words,”79 which reveal and explicate the territory of liminal landscape set 
within the sea-scape frames. Morris begins her auditory exploration of Sea Garden with its first 
poem, “Sea Rose.” But if H.D. embedded other cryptic wordplays in the split aural phoneme-
chains of these poems, one must begin at the beginning, where the sea/cret of the garden is 
hidden, yet revealed, and that is with the title. Within the words Sea Garden are concealed the 
following sound-drifts: seek garden; see guard; see card/seek hard. And, more importantly, See 
Garden or See a garden or Seek Arden.80 The coastal garden seascape of H.D.’s early collection 
therefore embeds one of Shakespeare’s most famous landscapes within its enigmatic title and 
expands the interpretive frames of the sequence into new territory, that of the enchanting forest 
of As You Like It. 

H.D.’s love of Shakespeare, in particular of certain plays, including As You Like It, is 
already well-documented and several of her prose texts indicate her fondness for and knowledge 
of them. In HERmione, for instance, the heroine delights in her own portrayal of cross-dressing 
Rosalind.81 The forest of Arden makes an appearance in the novel, ostensibly as the backdrop 
setting of Her/H.D.’s launch into eroticism through the unpleasant amorous approaches of 
George/Ezra Pound. The forest setting, however, is also presented as a place on the edge; it is 
“almost,” “[b]ut not quite.” As the narrative moves forward the forest’s significance as stage-set 
alters and it becomes a space of liminal experience, a sacred grove of initiation. The young
woman is taken to a transformative place of psychic vision, providing her with a precognition of 
what is just ahead of her: the homoerotic friendship with Frances/Fayne and the new kind of 
creative perception that she is to make the centre of her creativity: “‘[y]ou are a goddess’...her 
soul had gone futher [sic], almost she had found her mother—wood-goddess on a woodpath.”82

Hermione’s pagan erotic/psychic experiences within her dervish fir whirlpools prefigure and 
later transform into the mirroring under-water vortices of her initial erotic encounter with Fayne, 
which release and propel her into “‘other’ worlds of poetic, visionary, and sensual experience.”83

                    
78 See particularly “Introduction: H.D.’s Ongoingness,” How to Live/What to Do, 1-15.
79 Morris adopts the phrase which was used by H.D. in her acceptance speech for the Award of Merit by the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters, which she accepted in May 1960. “Wingéd Words,” How to Live/What to 
Do, 20.
80 A book published in 1909, by her compatriot Margaret Morse, On the Road to Arden (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1909), which appears to be a modern re-telling of the Rosalind/Celia friendship, may have influenced H.D.; the 
phrase “Seek Arden” appears in the novel.
81 Collecott, H.D. and Sapphic Modernism, 245-8.
82 See HERmione (London: Virago Modern Classics, 1984), 67. My ellipsis.
83 See HERmione, 164, and Laity, Introduction, Paint It Today, xxvii.
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The doubled and dual secret meaning of “Seek Arden/Sea Garden” encoded in the title of 
Sea Garden may reiterate the sequence’s hidden encoding of the H.D./Frances Gregg 
relationship, whilst confirming the mythopoeic mind of the poet’s mode of creativity. “Arden,” 
as figure of landscape, is signifier of the other sea-scenic-scapes of the poems. Counter and 
antithetical to the sea, this enchanted wildwood or “magical forest”84 can be understood as 
representative of a see/sea/cret site of pastoral retreat. In Shakespeare’s plays, “Arden” is 
archetypal: it can stand for an “enchanted and enchanting forest ... not far from the seacoast of 
Bohemia; or ...  that very wood near Athens  [where the ‘wild-thyme blows’], through which 
Hermia and Lysander ... pursued each other ... or ... the Bermudas … one of those floating, 
wandering islands … that … misled ... mariners.”85 It therefore encodes enigmatic sigils, as does 
As You Like It, as well as several other plays, including The Tempest and The Winter’s Tale.86

So, H.D.’s disguised “Arden,” within that of  “Sea Garden,” is an emblem of retreat, an inner 
sanctum or sacred grove, an idyllic pastoral wood, a never-never land, site of human folly, 
passion, intrigue, recrimination, resolve, repentance, and acceptance.

However, “Arden” is still a human world and as such contrasts with the otherworldly 
ambiance of the elemental sea environment, which embodies cosmic forces as cauldron of the 
supernatural. The Sea Garden sequence, with its twofold encryption of sea and land, may be an 
emblem for the ideal and idyllic site/s of classical retreat or sanctuary, which, as noted above, 
often collated both coastal and inland sites. Seek Arden is a wonderfully cryptic sigil. It encodes 
the ambivalence of Sea Garden as its poems capture the duality of the elemental landscape, with 
its liminal hovering on and over the edges of the shore and the sea. There is a subliminal 
message, telling the writer/reader to go and find the place, the site, where different worlds meet 
and overlap: for inspiration; for ecstasy; for renewal; for reinvigoration.

Not long after she sent her first book of poetry to be published, that is just what H.D. did; 
she came away from the war-torn city to seek an Arden-like territory. She found it in north 
Devon, near Woody Bay, where the heavily wooded slopes become grander towards seaward 
rocky cliffs, which fall sheer to sea. A little west, at Heddon’s Mouth, the wilder and desolate 
great gorge is set between bare slate hills. It is, even now, a desolate scene, held within a vast 
silence, where white foam breaks on to the jagged rocks. Yet, back up the stream, at Hunter’s 
Inn, there is a different world; a little Paradise of green trees and clear, rippling waters. Such was 
the territory often sought out by the poet over a time-spell of several months.87

                    
84 Stanford Friedman and Blau DuPlessis, “‘I had two loves separate’: The Sexualities of H.D.’s HER,” in Signets:
Reading H.D.,  211.
85 Richard Grant White, Studies in Shakespeare (Cambridge, MA: Riverside Press, 1885), 127-8. See also Romuald 
I. Lakowski’s “‘Perilously Fair’: Titania, Galadriel, and the Fairy Queen of Medieval Romance,” in Tolkien and 
Shakespeare: Essays on Shared Themes and Language, edited by Janet Brennan Croft (Jefferson, NC: McFarland 
and Co., 2006), 63. Lakowski remarks that  “... though M[idsummer] N[ight’s] D[ream] may be nominally set in 
Athens, ‘the wood is in [Arden] Warwickshire, with its ... banks of wild thyme.’”  Lakowski quotes Katharine M. 
Briggs, The Anatomy of Puck (1959).
86 Both plays were also favourites of the poet.
87 Diana Collecott notes how, in 1920, H.D., with her now established partner Bryher, visited the Carmel pinewoods 
in California, where “[t]he woods sloped into headlands” (Bryher’s words, quoted in “Images at the Crossroads:  
The ‘H.D. Scrapbook,”’ in H.D.: Woman and Poet, 362-3). Collecott, discussing the methodology of Kenneth 
Macpherson’s montages in “Scrapbook,” also says that “When his compositions incorporate the photographs of
H.D. in the Carmel pine-woods, they confirm intimations of a sacred grove ...” (325).
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The borderline land-seascape corresponds with the sound slippages to be found within 
H.D.’s individual poems and over poetic sequences, which shift and slide from sense to sense. 
These can be compared with the poetic cascades of meaning that drift and move over and 
through these collections. Changes of perception lead to new tricks of hearing and seeing. 
Boundaries between phonemes, words, phrases, and lines, and between individual poems are 
vague and indeterminate. Why, if such is the case, should each collection or sequence be read as 
a separate unit or entity? Given the subtleties of shifting sense, the only way to read these poems 
is with suspended expectation; letting go; falling: in love,88 into enchantment; through rite, 
listening to the subtle and subliminal messages of the voices as they whisper, chat, chant, chime, 
collide, laugh, shout, and sing. 

There is room here for just one example. The poem “Thetis,” which appears in Hymen, 
but not in Sea Garden,89 returns the reader to the “Cities” that concludes Sea Garden. I read 
“Thetis” as another hidden (slippery/shifty) link in the mysteries of these early poems’ drifting, 
metaphorical maze of meanings:90 the secret site of hidden secreted visionary power is, again, 
encrypted. “Cities” has always been considered rather idiosyncratic, positioned as it is as the 
final poem of the early sequence Sea Garden. But, in the reading suggested above, that poem can 
be read as representing the eternal, or “heavenly city,”91 and as such, its almost final lines, “The 
city is peopled / with spirits,” invite correspondence with the final lines of “Thetis”:  

only the anemones and flower
of the wild sea-thyme
cover the silent walls
of an old sea-city at rest.

Here again, are chains of subliminal metaphoric and aural encryptions, which encode the 
matrix of the writer’s poetic method and conjoin it with the lost world, the jouissance of her 
childhood-seas/seeing-world. Not only had H.D. found the wild-thyme fantasy grotto, the 
fairyland of Arden, in the enchanted coastal sea environments of the southwest, she was able to 
transform it into the stage-set of temenos, sacred grove or shrine. As such, the territory was a 
space where she could respond to already half-realised imaginative forces, and further, put into 
practice the interior meditative skills she had become used to observing, so as to attain a state of 
higher consciousness equivalent to that of the ecstatic mystical state. Whilst in this state of 
experiential mystical discovery, as poet/medium, she was able to touch an/Other dimensional 
world, peopled by the “spirits,” who in her poetry became the purveyors of female 
transcendence. 

                    
88 Eileen Gregory confesses, “Reading Helen in Egypt I was fascinated, reading Sea Garden I was falling in love.” 
“Falling from the White Rock,” 113.
89 “Thetis” was first drafted before early 1919. “Thetis is a little weak,” Aldington comments in a letter to H.D. of 13 
January that year. Richard Aldington and H.D.: Their Lives in Letters, 1918-61, 156. The poem was heavily edited 
before it was published in Hymen. It may have first been drafted in 1917, when the poet was in Cornwall, or even 
before that, when she stayed in Devon. Another poem titled “Thetis” appears in Heliodora (Collected Poems, 159-
63).
90 Eileen Gregory commented that “‘Thetis’ seems somewhat anomalous among the other poems in the volume 
[Hymen] ...  in that it describes a (divine) woman's sexual self-sufficiency, her radical ‘virginity’ or erotic self-
possession.” “Ovid and H.D.’s ‘Thetis,’ (Hymen Version),” The H.D. Newsletter 1, no. 1 (Spring 1987): 30.
91 See note 47.
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Thetis’s sea-city is sigil of a lost island-idyll and as already remarked, islands for H.D.
often emblematised the dispersed and lost sea-lands of her childhood, seeming to embody the 
innermost sanctum of an interior world where fragmented splits could be reassembled into a 
coherent spiritual/emotional whole.92 One of the spirits who claimed her from that past, through 
her writing, was her grandmother, Mamalie. In her note to Pearson H.D. specifically refers to 
Calypso’s Island, in the Lehigh River, her first island of memory drained away or lost, like a 
miniature Atlantis.93 Calypso’s Island was also Wunden Eiland, site of the Sanctus Spiritus, the 
sign of secret ritualistic spiritual exchange, which H.D.’s Moravian grandmother had participated 
in and had later shared with her young writer-granddaughter.94

As an adult the poet continued to be fascinated with people who had the gift of 
clairvoyance and the year before they came to Devon H.D. and Aldington met the theologian 
Evelyn Underhill,95 who had published Mysticism, her study of spiritual development, in 1911, 
only a few years before. Underhill stressed how an individual in search of transcendence needed 
to lose all sense of individual boundaries. Her image for the soul in a “true” mystical state was 
that of an open “anemone,” “who” can “know the ocean in which she is bathed.”96 Listening to 
the aural slippages in the final lines of “Thetis,” “anemones,” as emblem of mysticism, seems to 
represent the rapturous soul in a state of sea-eternal-time (flower/hour/our of the wild/isle sea-
thyme/time) hovering over (c/over/hover) the “heavenly city,” the island (silent/island) beneath 
the sea (old sea-city), which is “Sanctus Spiritus” (sea-city at rest). Even this little final quatrain 
of the poem shimmers with complex resonance. It is reminiscent of earlier poems, such as “The 
Islands” and “The Shrine” as well as portent of later poems, such as “Tribute to the Angels” and 
“The Flowering of the Rod,” in Trilogy.97

The Atlantis vision of lost island coded within “isle sea-thyme” and revealed as the 
source of her “Gift,” is an emblem that recurs in H.D.’s work. “Thetis,” her sea-thyme, sea/cret, 
under water g/Arden, sigil of an/other dimension, of Sirens, spells and singing-shells, both 
disguises and reveals her subliminal message of the Sanctus Spiritus. As she began to encrypt the 
sigil, in these early poems, H.D. was perhaps unconscious of what its lifelong significance would 
be to her, as poet and person. The figuration would stalk her from her past, through the First 
World War spell of those months in the southwest corner of the country and propel her into the 
future of the Second World War and the epic poetry of the later writing.

                    
92 Or, as Collecott suggested, they could be “stepping-stones,” which linked H.D., as poet-in-the-present, back 
across “treacherous territory” to her childhood past.  H.D. and Sapphic Modernism, 30.  In Bid Me to Live, based on 
her months in Cornwall in 1918, H.D. expressed her intense identification with the magnificent sea-scenery around 
her, including that of the mythical Lyonesse or Atlantis allegedly lost under Cornish waters (115 and 149).
93 “A Note on Poetry,” 72.
94 H.D. initially misinterprets “Wunden Eiland”: “She says Eiland which must be an island, and the Wunden, I 
suppose, is wonder or wonderful.”  Later, the poet realises that it is “Island of the Wounds.” See The Gift, 82-5.
95 See Collecott, H.D. and Sapphic Modernism, 164.
96 Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1930), 51.
97 At the climax of  “Tribute,” the “jewel” in the “crucible” glitters “green-white, opalescent” in the flowering may-
tree of the burnt-out, war-torn “city” (Collected Poems, 552-4) and  the suffering poet slips from clock-time to out-
of-time/sea-thyme as she reads the “Lady’s” book stating its vision of peace and sanctuary (Collected Poems, 568-
74). In “Flowering” Kaspar observes as Mary Magdalene merges with “the circles and circles of islands / about the 
lost centre-island, Atlantis” (Collected Poems, 601).
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If I focus intently, I can just make out the (Siren) voice/s, quivery, wavering, a long, long 
way away, calling from one world to another, to anyone who wants to hear. I listen to the almost 
imperceptible whisperings, like seashells wherein are secret songs. I cannot elude them...

*****

            Imagine...
Time recedes (seas/sea-reeds/re-seeds), nearly twenty-five years.
It’s me see. Silly.
The voice. Still hisses. Whispers. Muses.
Are you here? There?
Always late Summer and the window ajar and white asters star-ghosts lighting Rock 

House’s dark garden corner with suns, smiling - Blue fire crept, like Michaelmas mist, up out of 
the darkness, there was the usual solid columns of white pillars, seen far distant in a blue mist.98

How they cluster, fight for air space to crowd through and breathe in, here, the essence, incense, 
how it’s white, like the lily is, scent.

H.D.! 
Look round. See no ... One’s there.

                    
98 H.D., Nights (New York: New Directions, 1986),  64.
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BRIEF ITEMS OF NEWS:

The Modern Language Association has created a searchable database of scholarly 
websites (derived from the MLA International Bibliography). MLA members can go to 
http://www.mla.org/publications/bibliography/bib_search or enter the website at the 
homepage (http://www.mla.org/homepage) and find the link in the right-hand sidebar. 
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A new book series has been announced by Northwestern University Press, edited by 
Phyllis Lassner, and entitled “Cultural Expressions of World War II and the Holocaust: 
Preludes, Responses, Memory.”
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It’s always worth checking the British Association for Modernist Studies (BAMS) 
webpage (http://www.bams.me.uk/) to see the latest. This fall (2011) there were 
conferences on the Sitwells, Dorothy Richardson, and modernism and the popular 
imagination. Borderline (1930), the film directed by Kenneth McPherson and featuring 
H.D. Paul Robeson, and Bryher, was screened at the Richardson conference.
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I’m always interested to see how H.D. fares outside strictly academic circles, and so I 
try to notice whenever she appears in anthologies or other collections aimed at the 
general reader. Here are two that I came across recently:

Bauermeister, Erica, Jesse Larsen, and Holly Smith. 500 Great Books by Women: A 
Reader’s Guide. New York: Penguin Books, 1994. 

The suggested books are grouped thematically: for example, “Conflicting Cultures,” 
“Growing Old,” “Trials and Adversity.” Under “Identity,” H.D.’s HERmione is 
recommended. Each book is discussed in a brief paragraph, and the authors also 
provide several helpful indices.

Kennedy, Caroline, ed. She Walks in Beauty: A Woman’s Journey through Poems. New 
York: Hyperion, 2011.

Kennedy notes that this collection is centered around “the stages of a woman’s life” 
(e.g., “Falling in Love,” “Work,” “Silence and Solitude”). H.D. is represented in the 
section “Death and Grief” by a poem from Hymen (1921), “Never More Will the Wind.”
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CALLS FOR PAPERS: 
(for both conferences and journals, in order of earliest deadline to 
latest)

Re-Visiting Sylvia Townsend Warner (1893-1978)
A One-Day International Symposium hosted by the Centre for South West 
Writing, University of Exeter and the Dorset County Museum
29 June 2012

Sylvia Townsend Warner’s writing demands renewed investigation. An expert 
musicologist as well as a versatile novelist, short story writer and poet, she was a 
controversial international figure. MI5 investigated her ‘communist activities’ while 
contemporaries were unsettled by her Spanish Civil War politics and the unreserved 
expression of her homosexuality, with these aspects of her writing having attracted 
some of the liveliest critical commentary by distinguished biographers, critics and 
novelists. Her novels, short stories, poems, letters, diaries and translations have been 
reprinted by publishers including the Women’s Press, Virago, Penguin, Carcanet and her 
own publisher Chatto. Yet despite attempts to recover Warner’s work for a wider 
readership, she is rarely found on university syllabi in the UK or abroad. 

This one-day international symposium hosted jointly by the University of Exeter’s Centre 
for South West Writing (http://centres.exeter.ac.uk/southwestwriting/) and the Dorset 
County Museum (http://www.dorsetcountymuseum.org/) aims to mark the importance 
of Warner’s writing and highlight her place as an original, generically resourceful and 
politically conscious 1930s woman writer at the heart of the literary avant-garde. The 
conference also aims to draw attention to the rich resources of the Sylvia Townsend 
Warner Archive (http://www.sylviatownsendwarner.com/) housed in the Museum
The conference organisers welcome submission of papers from postgraduate students 
and established scholars on any aspect of STW’s work. 

Topics can include but are not restricted to:
- STW and place (especially Dorset)
- STW and radical politics
- STW and life writing
- STW and music
- STW and other modernist writers
- STW and the arts
- STW abroad
- STW and sexual identity
- STW and translation
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Please send 300 word abstracts, accompanied by short CV, to Dr Alex Murray and Dr
Vike Martina Plock (stwconference2012@exeter.ac.uk) by 1 December 2011.
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Material Meanings
Third Biannual Conference of the European Network for Avant-Garde and 
Modernism Studies (EAM)
University of Kent, Canterbury, England
7-9 September 2012

For fuller information, go to:
http://www.kent.ac.uk/english/materialmeanings/index.html

This conference investigates the avant-garde's reconfiguration of matter and materials 
in the quest to generate new meanings and effects. 

Its particular focus will be the manner in which different artistic disciplines adopt 
strategies, theories and techniques from each other, and how they translate, transform 
and integrate conceptions and modes of expression from other sign systems.

Proposals are invited for contributions which deal with any of the following: the 
interference or conflict of artistic disciplines; the interaction of disciplines in artistic 
movements; the combination of media in single artworks or artistic practices; the 
treatment of sign as matter and matter as sign; the materiality of art and the art of 
materiality; art and material environment; the world as matter and meaning; text as 
thing, things as texts; the transfiguration of traditional or found materials; the material 
effectivity of the avant-garde; the interdependency of manifestos (meaning) and art 
(material); technology and the transformation of meaning; the incorporation of the 
foreign or extraneous.

We welcome contributions across all areas of avant-garde activity: art, literature, music, 
architecture, film, artistic and social movements, lifestyle, television, fashion, drama, 
performance, activism, design and technology. We especially welcome contributions 
which explore the combination of different media or practices within a single work or 
within a given environment.

The conference languages are English, French and German.

Proposals are welcome from individuals, and from panels of three or four, or 
exceptionally double panels of six or seven. We especially welcome panel proposals. We 
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will prefer panels where members are drawn from different institutions, preferably 
across different disciplines, and especially across national boundaries. 

Panel proposals should include the following information. Panels must not consist only 
of graduate students.

1.      Title of panel and language of panel (English, French, German – one only)
2.      Name, address and email contact of Panel Chair 
3.      A summary of the panel topic (300 words)
4.      A summary of each individual contribution (300 words)
5.      Name, address and email contact of  individual contributors
6.      Short biography of individual contributors

Individual proposals should include the following information. 

1.      Title of paper and language of paper (English, French, German)
2.      Name, address and email of contributor
3.      A summary of the contribution (300 words)
4.      Short biography of the contributor

There will also be research seminars for current graduate students conducted in 
English. Each seminar is for up to 12 graduate students and is led by an experienced 
professor. There are no auditors. Work is circulated by email before the conference and 
is not read aloud. There is a discussion of the work and an opportunity to develop ideas 
in a peer-group context. The available seminars will be listed at the website. If you are 
a current graduate student and you wish to participate in one of these seminars please 
submit the following information:

1         Preferred seminar group
2         Title of contribution (English only)
3         A summary of the contribution (300 words)
4         Name, address, and email of contributor
5         Short biography of the contributor

Please submit proposals to the conference email address eam2012@kent.ac.uk   by 16 
December 2011.

Please DO NOT submit proposals in more than one category.

And see EAM on facebook http://www.facebook.com/groups/EAM2012
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Roundtable on American Regionalism and Modern Technology 
American Literature Association Conference
San Francisco, California, May 24-27, 2012

By the latter half of the nineteenth century, the effects of new technologies registered 
in significant ways in American art and culture, reflecting the emergence of industries, 
cities, infrastructure, and new ways of life. The proliferation of emerging technologies 
also affected culture in parts of the United States beyond modernized metropolises. 
American regional cultures—broadly understood to include art and literature, visual and 
material culture, and an array of vernacular and folk traditions—alternately incorporated 
and resisted the influences of technological change while maintaining numerous 
distinctive regional identities and forms.

This session will bring together papers that explore the complex relations between 
technology and region in the United States across a long modern period, from the late 
nineteenth century through the twentieth century.  We will include papers that examine 
particular locations, theorize regionalism in innovative and interdisciplinary ways, and 
examine regional encounters with specific technological developments.  The session as 
a whole will seek to understand how regional experiences of technology have 
complicated, enriched, and troubled both the traditions of American culture and the 
ongoing efforts to come to terms with the legacies of these encounters in contemporary 
criticism.

Papers could explore some of the following areas:

•       American literary regionalism’s relations with technological change 
•       Regionalism and critical or social theory
•       Political institutions, technology, and regional culture
•       Ethnic, immigrant, racial, or nationalist minority identity in regional context
•       Race or identity as technology
•       Modes of transportation and infrastructural development
•       Agricultural mechanization or food distribution networks
•       Film, photography, early television, and other visual media in regional
context
•       Radio, newspapers, and regional aspects of mass communication
•       Sheet music, music halls, rural entertainment circuits
•       Jazz, blues, country music, early rock and roll, and regional musical genres
•       Mail order products, rural free delivery, and other networks of distribution
•       The fashion industry in regional permutations
•       Domestic and public architecture, regional planning, and human geography
•       Regional urbanism or cultures of the regional city
•       Nature, ecology, conservation, resource utilization, and technology
•       The military-regional complex
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The organizers of this proposed session are Sarah Gleeson-White (University of 
Sydney), Robert Jackson (University of Tulsa), and David A. Davis (Mercer University). 
The roundtable will feature six or seven short statements—about eight minutes reading 
time—that should provoke conversation about this topic. Proposals of about 250 words 
should be sent to regionalismtechnology@gmail.com  by January 1, 2012.  
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Material Cultures in the Space Between, 1914-1945
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island
14-16 June 2012

Keynote Speaker: 

The 14th annual Space Between Society Conference invites proposals that consider 
questions and problems related to the study of material cultures in the years 1914-
1945. Please send abstracts (no more than 300 words) along with a short biographical 
statement to Tamar Katz and Claire Buck at cbuck@wheatonma.edu  by 2 January 
2012. (The original deadline has been extended to this new one.)

In the Space Between Society scholars studying literature, media, art, society, and 
culture between 1914 and 1945 exchange ideas about their approaches and their 
objects of study. This year’s conference addresses the varied material cultures that 
shape the world within which people live, work, and make art. We invite researchers to 
ask:

• Which material practices shape this period and our knowledge about it?
• What methods and assumptions must we bring to bear on the objects of our study?
• What are the challenges of working on material culture and bringing such work into 
conversation with scholars in a range of fields?

Possible presentation or panel topics include:

• Print culture
• Museums and Exhibitions
• Fashion
• Architecture and the built environment
• The city
• Interior design
• The archive
• The material culture of war
• Memory practices
• Archaeology
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• Anthropology and ethnography
• Theorizing objects, things, and stuff
• Theatre, performance, and embodiment
• Media and the materialization of culture
• The temporalities of material culture

Keynote Speaker Professor Elaine Freedgood, English Department, New York University, 
will address the intersections between nineteenth and twentieth century understandings 
of materiality. She is the author of Victorian Writing about Risk: Imagining a Safe 
England in a Dangerous World (Cambridge 2000) and The Ideas in Things: Fugitive 
Meaning in the Victorian Novel (Chicago 2006) and the editor of Factory Production in 
Nineteenth-Century Britain (Oxford 2003). Her interests include Victorian literature and 
culture, critical theory, novel theory and pedagogy. Her new book is about fictionality, 
reference and metalepsis in nineteenth-century fiction.
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The H.D. International Society invites papers to be delivered in a panel at the 
American Literature Association Conference in San Francisco, May 24-27, 2012. 
Presentations on any topic are welcome, and we look forward to showcasing new 
research on H.D.

Please send abstracts of 250-500 words by January 13 to Annette Debo 
(adebo@wcu.edu ) and Lara Vetter (LVetter@uncc.edu).
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Durrell 2012: The Lawrence Durrell Centenary
On Miracle Ground XVII
London, Goodenough College and The British Library
13– 18 June 2012

For more information, go to: http://durrell2012.wordpress.com/

The year 2012 will mark the 100th anniversary of the birth of Lawrence
Durrell (1912-1990).

A celebrated novelist, poet, and travel writer, Durrell is most
remembered for the novels comprising The Alexandria Quartet (1957 –
1960), along with a trio of island books, Prospero’s Cell: A Guide to
the Landscape and Manners of the Island of Corcyra (1945),
Reflections on a Marine Venus: A Companion to the Landscape of
Rhodes (1953), and Bitter Lemons of Cyprus (1957).
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The International Lawrence Durrell Society will celebrate the 2012
Lawrence Durrell Centenary by holding a world-class gathering of
readers, scholars, archivists, and distinguished speakers in London,
the city that looms behind all other Durrellian cities, real or
imagined.

Working jointly with the Lawrence Durrell Estate, Curtis Brown, Faber
& Faber, and the British Library, the International Lawrence Durrell
Society will host the 2012 Durrell Centenary at London House, on the
grounds of Goodenough College.

Durrell 2012: The Lawrence Durrell Centenary invites proposals for
scholarly papers treating any aspect of Lawrence Durrell’s writings,
life, or times. [The CFP deadline is January 15, 2012. –Ed.]

Go to the form for ONLINE SUBMISSION and a detailed list of potential topics:

http://durrell2012.wordpress.com/contact/

For conference and event registration, please refer to the Durrell
2012 Registration page:

http://durrell2012.wordpress.com/durrell2012/event-registration/

For the draft schedule, please see the Schedule page:

http://durrell2012.wordpress.com/whats-on/
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Who Owns the Legacy of Oscar Wilde?
An Interdisciplinary Conference

History and Culture Program
Caspersen School of Graduate Studies
Drew University, Madison, New Jersey 
1-2 June 2012

Who was Oscar Wilde?  An aesthete who subverted philistine
values, or pandered to bourgeois taste?  The first modern dramatist, or
the last of the Victorian playwrights?  An Irish nationalist, or an
Anglophile?  A socialist, or a shrewd literary entrepreneur?  An
immoralist, or a new kind of moralist?  A philosopher, or a court
jester?  A misogynist, or a feminist?  A pioneer of “queer theory,” or
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someone who never quite came to terms with his sexuality?

This conference will present and debate diverse perspectives on
Wilde and his work, from many disciplines and all points on the
ideological compass.  Abstracts of panels or individual papers (one
page/250 words maximum per paper) should be submitted by 15 January 2012 to 
the Program Committee Chair, Prof. Edward Baring (ebaring@drew.edu). We welcome 
submissions from graduate students as well as faculty.

Direct all other queries to the Conference Co-chairs, Prof.
Christine Kinealy (ckinealy@drew.edu ) and Prof. Jonathan Rose
(jrose@drew.edu ).  
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IMPACT, the online, peer-reviewed journal of the Center for Interdisciplinary Teaching 
and Learning at the College of General Studies, Boston University, is seeking 
submissions for its inaugural issue. Due date: February 15, 2012. Submissions 
received after that will be considered for later issues. IMPACT publishes scholarly and 
creative non-fiction essays that explore the value of interdisciplinary teaching and 
thinking or examine compelling connections between great thinkers from different 
disciplines and time periods. Essays should be between 500 and 3,000 words. 
Submissions can be made at: http://CITL.submishmash.com/submit.
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MFS: Upcoming Special issue
Women’s Fiction, New Modernist Studies, and Feminism

Editor: Anne Fernald
Deadline for Submission: 1 March 2012

The editors of MFS [Modern Fiction Studies.—Ed.] solicit new feminist scholarship on 
neglected women writers from the first half of the twentieth century. Feminist readings 
of single texts, essays on groups and/or movements, and overviews of a single 
woman’s career are equally welcomed. We are particularly interested in new theoretical 
approaches to modernism emerging out of feminist theory, imbued with what Sianne 
Ngai calls “a feminist attentiveness to the persistence of sexual hierarchies” (2). How 
can a feminist approach to women writers shape the conversation at a time when New 
Modernist studies have largely shifted the focus away from gender toward history and 
nation? How do recent developments in transnational modernism, urban theory, 
material, textual, and cultural history affect our readings of texts by women? Most of 
all, this issue’s double focus on neglected women writers and feminist theory seeks to 
make a critical intervention: What might new theory of modernism, taking as its 
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foundation a feminist approach to a woman writer, look like?

This issue seeks to represent the full range of womanhood in the early twentieth 
century: conservatives and radicals, feminists and anti-feminists, lesbians, mothers, 
professionals, urban and rural women, women of color, white colonialists. Most 
importantly, it hopes to offer readings of texts by women through new feminist 
theoretical approaches with continuing resonances for all scholars in the field. 

Essays should be 6000-8000 words and should follow the MLA Style Manual for internal 
citation and works cited. Queries should be addressed to Anne Fernald 
(fernald@fordham.edu). For information on submission, please contact 
mfs@purdue.edu.
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Call for submissions:

The editorial team of The Latchkey: Journal of New Woman Studies is interested 
in receiving new submissions of scholarly articles and book reviews for our upcoming 
issues. All scholarly articles will undergo double blind peer review; book reviews will be 
published at the discretion of the editors. We accept submissions year-round and have 
a reasonable turn-around time (usually no more than three months, often much less). 
Submission Guidelines and further information about the journal, as well as our current 
issue, can be found at http://www.oscholars.com/Latchkey/start.htm.

About the journal:

The Latchkey is a peer-reviewed, open-access, registered online journal (ISSN 2046 -
4525) devoted to the concept of the New Woman, covering the lives and writings of 
New Women authors and figures, the representation of the New Woman in literature, 
culture, art, and society, proto-feminism and early feminist journalism, and current 
innovative scholarship on the New Woman. While the term ‘New Woman’ originated in 
England, the cultural phenomenon extended beyond Britain. We wish to explore its 
presence (or reasons for its absence) and influence in other countries and across 
disciplines, and aim at covering both canonical and non-canonical New Woman figures 
and aspects. Starting with the next issue (anticipated for late spring 2011), The 
Latchkey is merging with another Oscholars journal, The Michaelian, currently edited by 
Sharon Bickle. The Latchkey will keep its name and focus on the New Woman, while 
appreciating and benefiting additionally from The Michaelian’s interests and expertise in 
the poetry and culture surrounding Michael Field (Edith Cooper and Katharine Bradley).

We are associated with the group of journals known as THE OSCHOLARS 
(www.oscholars.com), and published by The Rivendale Press, UK. Please send all 
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enquiries to the editors at unbolt@gmail.com. 

Thank you sincerely for your interest. 
The Co-editors,

Petra Dierkes-Thrun, Stanford University, USA, 
and Sharon Bickle, University of Queensland, Australia
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CONFERENCES:
(arranged chronologically, the most recent listed last; panels and 
sessions of particular interest to readers of H.D. are given in more 
detail)

The December 1910 Centenary Conference
University of Glasgow
10-12 December 2010

Below the URL is the introduction taken from the website for the conference. There was 
an H.D. panel:

H.D.’s Late Writing

Chair: Daniela Caselli 
1. Elizabeth Anderson, ‘H.D.’s modernist spirituality: writing and sacred space’ 
2. Amy Evans, ‘H.D.'s late poetry: Vale Ave and the dangers of the writing woman's 
body and soul’ 
3. Marina Camboni, ‘Projected out of Death: H.D.’s Elizabeth Siddall and the Revolution 
of the Modernist Woman Author’ 
For more information, including a conference blog and program, go to:

http://www.gla.ac.uk/departments/snms/1910centenaryconference/

On 10-12 December 2010, two newly formed networks, the Scottish Network of 
Modernist Studies and the British Association of Modernist Studies, hosted their first 
major international conference at the University of Glasgow. This event was based 
around Virginia Woolf’s famous and controversial statement that 'on or about December 
1910 human character changed'. Papers at the conference approached different aspects 
of this remark from a broad range of perspectives and across the disciplines. Scholars 
travelled to Glasgow to present papers and participate in discussion from around the UK 
and across the World. 
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Plenary Speakers: Jean-Michel Rabaté (University of Pennsylvania)
Susan Manning (University of Edinburgh)
David Peters Corbett (University of East Anglia)
Introductory Speaker: Laura Marcus (University of Oxford)
The organisers would like to thank everyone involved for making this event such a 
success.
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American Literature Association
22nd Annual Conference
Boston
26-29 May 2011

The full program may be browsed here:
http://www.calstatela.edu/academic/english/ala2/ALA%202011%20program%20final.p
df

Session 12-F: H.D. and the Lyric 

Organized by the H.D. International Society 
Chair: Lara Vetter, University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
1. “The Dangers of Reading H.D.,” Eileen Gregory, University of Dallas 
2. “The Collectivization of Lyric: H.D.‘s Sea Garden and Cultural Politics,” William Q. 
Malcuit, University of Wisconsin–Washington County 
3. “At Once Whole and Incomplete: H.D.'s ‘Fragments’ and ‘Segments,’” Bret L. Keeling, 
Northeastern University 

Session 18-J: Ezra Pound and H.D.: Early Poetry and an Unpublished Story

Organized by the Ezra Pound Society 
Chair: Demetres P. Tryphonopoulos, University of New Brunswick 
1. “Modernity‘s Anthropologist: Reconsidering Ezra Pound’s Homage to Sextus
Propertius,” LeeAnn Derdeyn, University of Texas at Dallas 
2. “Ezra Pound‘s “To La Mère Inconnue”: Unknown Manuscript to the Unknown 
Mother,” Frances Dickey, University of Missouri at Columbia 
3. “‘Aegina,’ An Unpublished Story by H.D.: A Performance with an Introduction,” Mark 
Mallett, Victoria Conover, and Victoria Maratelli, The Richard Stockton College of New 
Jersey 
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XXII North American James Joyce Conference
San Marino and Pasadena, CA
12-16 June 2011

Below is the announcement posted to the Modernist Studies Association discussion list. 
Visit www.joyceconference2011.com for more details.

The XXII North American James Joyce Conference, with a theme of "Joyce in Science 
and Art", will be held June 12-16th 2011, at The Huntington Library, Art Collections, 
and Botanical Gardens in San Marino, CA, with one day at California Institute of 
Technology, in Pasadena. Notable presenters will include Nicholson Baker, Pulitzer 
Prize-winner Paul Muldoon, Eavan Boland, and Sinead Morrissey. Academic panels cover
topics ranging from physics to rock music to Irish politics. “This year will be especially 
exciting” says conference director and Joyce scholar Colleen Jaurretche, "because we’re 
looking at the ways traditionally separate fields shaped Joyce's writing, and vice versa. 
Plus we’re seeing strong registration from new scholars, which just confirms Joyce's 
canonical place in 21st-century literary study."

"Joyce in Science and Art" immediately follows “Irish Aestheticism” at UCLA's William 
Andrews Clark Library in Los Angeles, June 10-11, 2011.
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The Space Between Society
13th Annual Conference
“The Battle of the Brows: Cultural Distinctions in the Space Between, 1914-
1945”
McGill University, Montreal
16-18 June 2011

Keynote Speaker: Dr. David Savran, CUNY Ph.D. Program in Theatre

With the massive growth in the production and consumption of literature, music and art 
in the period 1914-1945 came powerful anxieties about cultural authority and 
transmission. As audiences and artists increasingly came from middle or lower classes, 
critics tried to distinguish between the “serious” and the “popular.” Cultural distinctions 
that relied, directly or indirectly, on attitudes toward hierarchies of gender, class, and 
race came under increasing scrutiny. It was a time of debate and radical change: new 
media and materials (radio, film, jazz, paperback novels) gained ground over traditional 
forms and venues (classical music, poetry, theatre); many arts became 
professionalized, rather than relying on inherited incomes; institutions such as the Book 
of the Month Club and the BBC formed new communities of cultural consumption.
How does recognition of these social and cultural conflicts impact our work as scholars 
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of the space between the wars? Conversely, how does our work impact the 
vocabularies and values through which we access and understand the societies and 
cultures of this time period?

For more information, go to: www.spacebetweensociety.org. (Please note that this URL 
and links on this website may not always respond.)
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The Second Birth of Cinema: A Centenary Conference
Newcastle University
1-2 July 2011

Keynote speakers: André Gaudreault & Philippe Marion, Ian Christie, Joe Kember

Papers tackle the question of when, how and why cinema was transformed from a 
novel technology to a modern institution, looking at the historical developments and 
departures that broke cinema’s subordination to other media to give us the medium, 
the industry and the building that we know as ‘the cinema’.

Some topics:
Film Architecture in Southern California, 1909-1915
The Victorian Novel and Early Narrative Film
The Second Birth of Cinema in Belgium, 1904-1913
The Reinvention of Colour in the Single-Reel Era
Animated Films and Negotiated Intermediality
The Second Birth of Cinema in Quebec, 1906-1916
The Lightning Cartoon Film
Measuring the 'Double Birth' Model against the Digital Age
André Bazin’s Second Birth of Cinema
The Emergence of By-Programme Genres in Germany
The Serial and the Institutionalization of the Film Industry
The Local Picture Show and the Second Birth in Canada
The British Film Industry’s Transition from the Local to the National
The Futurists’ New Era of Cinema
The Emergence of Film Celebrity in Britain
The Newsreel and the Variety Format
The Autorenfilm Movement and Cinema’s Second Birth in Germany
The Production Crisis and the Formation of the British Film Industry

For more information, including a list of papers, go to: 
http://conferences.ncl.ac.uk/secondbirth/main.html
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The Fifth Biennial Rebecca West Conference:
“Rebecca West and Power”
City University of New York, Baruch (Manhattan) 
16-17 September 2011

The conference schedule and abstracts of the papers may be found at:
http://www.rebeccawestsociety.com/pdfs/2011_West_Conference_Program.pdf
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George Orwell Festival
Letchworth Garden City, Hertfordshire
9-18 September 2011

This event included an academic symposium, “What Did George Orwell Ever Do for Us: 
The Impact of Orwell on Popular Culture,” on 17 September 2011. For more about the 
festival, visit http://georgeorwellfestival.org/?page_id=679.
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Modernist Studies Association
MSA13: “Structures of Innovation”
Buffalo, NY
6-9 October 2011

For a full program, go to: http://www.msa13.com/. 
For a pdf of the program (without session abstracts), go to: 
http://www.msa13.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/MSA13.pdf. 

37. Aesthetics of Theory in the Modernist Era

Organizer: Antoine Cazé (Université Paris Diderot)
Chair: Barrett Watten (Wayne State University)
1. Antoine Cazé (Université Paris Diderot) “H.D. on the Threshold of Theory, from Notes 

on Thought & Vision to Tribute to Freud” 
2. Amélie Ducroux (Université Lumière Lyon 2/Université Paris Est Créteil) “T.S. Eliot’s 

Programmatic Poetry” 
3. Abigail Lang (Université Paris Diderot) “The tune of thinking: Gertrude Stein’s 

Narration” 

Abstract of the session:
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In The Futurist Moment: Avant-Garde, Avant-Guerre, and the Language of 
Rupture, Marjorie Perloff shows how “The novelty of Italian Futurist manifestos […] is 
their brash refusal to remain in the expository or critical corner, their understanding 
that the group pronouncement, sufficiently aestheticized, can, in the eyes of the mass 
audience, all but take the place of the promised art work.” (Perloff 85).

Building upon this premise of early Modernism—which crucially contributed to 
blurring the boundaries between artwork and critical/theoretical commentary—we 
would like to examine in this panel how the aesthetic dimensions and determinants of 
Modernist theoretical writing may be characterized. In their overall strategy to 
emphasize formal innovation, American Modernist writers such as Louis Zukofsky, 
Wallace Stevens, Ezra Pound, or Gertrude Stein (among many others), tried to integrate 
the programmatic, prescriptive dimension of poetic theory within their poetic practice, 
by challenging what Perloff calls “the expository or critical” mode.

This is of course not without important consequences on both poetry and theory. 
Considering Stevens’ “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction,” for example, how can one 
delimit the theoretical gesture it emphasizes from the poetic value of the language used 
(in part) to convey it? Or, to phrase the question differently, how may the rhetoric of 
the poem carry simultaneously the poetic weight of figuration and the polemical, 
political and ideological weight of argumentation? Unlike in earlier periods of literary 
history—one can think of the essays in verse that were common up to the 18th century, 
in which fixed forms were used mostly decoratively—the modernist aesthetics of theory 
instantiates a more essential relationship with poetic forms which come to incarnate 
them. In this respect, the Modernist poem may be seen as the object of aesthetics in 
both senses of the word.

51. Historiographic Modernism: Innovation & the Past in Modernist Women’s 
Poetry

Organizer: Stacy Carson Hubbard (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Chair: Suzanne Raitt (College of William & Mary) 
1. Kelley Wagers (Penn State Worthington Scranton) “‘but gods always face two ways’: 

Trilogy’s Historical Turns” 
2. Stephanie Hawkins (University of North Texas) “Words in Relative Motion: Stein’s 

Tender Buttons, the New Physics, and the Fragmentation of History” 
3. Stacy Carson Hubbard (University at Buffalo, SUNY) “‘Marriage, Tobacco, and 

Slavery’: Marianne Moore’s Colonial America” 
4. Melissa Zeiger (Dartmouth College) “Elizabeth Bishop’s History” 

Abstract of the session:
This panel seeks to explore the relations of aesthetic innovation to theories of 

time and emergent forms of historiography in modernist women’s poetry. We will 
examine how four major poets’ formal and linguistic innovations served to represent 
and interrogate the past, specifically women’s exclusion or marginalization within 
hegemonic historical narratives. Did modernism constitute a rupture in time? A 
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superimposition of the present upon the past? A violent projection of the present into 
the future? Or some other configuration of past and present? We will trace the 
divergent responses these poets contrived in order to enact at once the radically 
(feminist) new and the reconstituted, hence useable, past.

While some readers have seen H.D.’s Trilogy as forging communicating links 
between “the out-of-time and the in-time,” others see in it the dire cost of a 
“redemptive historiography” that contains and deflects the horrors of war. Accordingly, 
Trilogy seems either to renovate modernism’s more typical engagements with history by 
describing a new and newly gendered warrior of historical consequence, or fall into the 
familiar trap of modernism’s evasion of history in which the poem folds a troubled past 
into a restoring, regenerative cycle. In her paper, Kelley Wagers argues that Trilogy
orchestrates, rather than attempts to resolve, such competing demands of a 
historiographic method calibrated to modern experience, and shows that the poem 
faces “two-ways” in order to proclaim a timeless resurrection achieved by repeated 
casts into historical particulars.

Despite Gertrude Stein’s famous pronouncement that she would “kill” the 
“nineteenth century,” it was not history itself that Stein rejected. Rather, Stephanie 
Hawkins argues in her paper, Stein rejected historical memory of a particular kind, one 
premised on linear time and chronological order based on nineteenth-century positivist 
science. The disordered temporal-spatial dimensions of Stein’s poetry instead suggest 
its affinity with the “new physics” of Albert Einstein. Hawkins’s essay will explore how 
Stein’s Tender Buttons (1914) builds on the relativistic framework introduced by early 
quantum physics to compose a non-linear history composed of disjunctive relations, 
thus setting in motion a dynamic between “monumental history”–cataclysmic world 
events–and personal history and calling attention to the cognitive processes that give 
events order and meaning.

Stacy Hubbard’s paper examines Marianne Moore’s engagements with 
seventeenth century narratives of New World travel and discovery, arguing that Moore 
revisits the scene of American origins as a way of examining the woman poet’s 
relationship to poetic history and the possibilities for cross-cultural, inter-gender, and 
trans-historical dialog. Linking the story of Pocahontas and John Rolfe as retold in 
“Enough” to the story of Adam and Eve reimagined in “Marriage,” Hubbard argues that 
Moore interprets the ways that cultures collide, adapt and borrow as a model for gender 
conflict and collaboration, as well as for the tensions between innovative and traditional 
poetics. In revisiting and rewriting New World history, Moore imagines the relation of 
the modernist moment to the historical past as what Mary Louise Pratt calls a “contact 
zone.”

Melissa Zeiger’s paper examines some early essays by Elizabeth Bishop in which 
she considers the nature of time’s progression and its interpretation as history, placing 
her ideas in conversation with T.S. Eliot’s in “Tradition and the Individual Talent” and 
producing a version that Anne Stevenson calls “experience-time,” time as it is felt by 
individuals and cultures. Like Eliot’s, this sense of historical time is of a “”simultaneous 
order” which places past and present in constant relation. However, Zeiger argues, in 
contrast to Eliot’s emphases on canonical formation and on impersonality, Bishop’s 
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world history is also a personalized cultural history, encoded in traces that might almost 
be missed: a pair of blue eyes, a bird’s cage. Zeiger traces out the revisionist 
transformations of Eliot’s thinking about tradition in the work of Bishop by way of 
extending our panel’s investigations of modernist historical poetics into the post-modern 
moment.

67. “A Community of Meanings”: H.D., Robert Duncan, and Norman Holmes 
Pearson

Organizer: Annette Debo (Western Carolina University)
Moderator: James Maynard (University at Buffalo, SUNY) 
1. Michael Boughn (Independent scholar, poet, fiction writer) “H.D., Robert Duncan, 

The H.D. Book, and the Occult” 
2. Eric Keenaghan (University at Albany, SUNY) “A ‘Companion of the Way’: The Life-

Politics of Norman Holmes Pearson’s Patronage of Robert Duncan’s The H.D. 
Book” 

3. Annette Debo (Western Carolina University) “‘Your work means bread and wine’: 
Norman Holmes Pearson and H.D.’s Last Poems” 

Abstract of the session:
The H.D. Book–itself a monumental structure of 678 pages–was published in its 

entirety in January 2011 by the University of California Press. An innovative mix of 
scholarship and creative writing, Robert Duncan’s prodigious work was until now only 
incompletely available in twenty separate pieces. While its appearance will 
fundamentally impact H.D. and Duncan studies, this panel proposes a look at its 
inception. The panelists will create a triangular conversation, discussing the intertwining 
relationships between H.D., the older creative writer; Duncan, the younger poet paying 
homage; and Norman Holmes Pearson, H.D.’s literary executor and a patron of sorts for 
Duncan. Michael Boughn, co-editor of The H.D. Book, will open the panel by delineating 
the editing challenges created by a project written and revised over a five year period 
and initially published over a forty-five year period. His talk addresses the relationship 
between H.D. and Duncan, who corresponded from 1959 to 1961 and met in May 1960, 
when H.D. traveled to New York City to accept the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters’s Award of Merit, presented for the first time to a woman. Boughn argues that 
the bond that sprang up between H.D. and Duncan was based upon their shared 
understanding that the culture of modernity had devastated the imaginative landscape 
and that they both found answers in the occult. Eric Keenaghan, a Duncan scholar, will 
pick up the story through Duncan and Pearson’s unpublished correspondence. In 1960 
Pearson commissioned Duncan to write an homage for H.D.’s seventy-fifth birthday, 
and Keenaghan claims that Duncan and Pearson both came to imagine The H.D. Book
as bearing more than a potential for changing the “politics” of the literary and academic 
landscapes. They recognized it as articulating poetry as a “life line,” another means of 
conceptualizing effective agency for an increasingly volatile and politicized American 
society during the Vietnam War. Duncan and Pearson’s intellectual collaboration 
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permitted the former to mould H.D.’s legacy as an offering of a redemptive vision, 
inflected by own anarchist principles, a vision that could change understandings of 
personhood, collectivity, and life itself. An H.D. scholar, Annette Debo will complete this 
triangular relationship through her exploration of H.D. and Pearson’s relationship, which 
began in 1937 when Pearson, then a graduate student, was sent to interview H.D. Their 
friendship was solidified during World War II when Pearson served in the OSS in 
London, and at the war’s conclusion, he replaced Marianne Moore as H.D.’s literary 
representative in the U.S. An early advocate of American Studies programs, Pearson 
was positioning H.D. as an American poet by urging her repatriation, necessitated by 
the Cold War. The H.D. Book was one of Pearson’s many efforts to alter her critical 
reputation by turning critical attention to her epics and later writings–collected in a 
volume he imagined as Last Poems-and away from her early Imagist poetry. This 
conversation will be facilitated by James Maynard, a Duncan scholar and Assistant 
Curator of The Poetry Collection at the University at Buffalo, which houses Duncan’s 
papers.

79. Roundtable 7: Rethinking Poetic Innovation

Organizer: Marsha Bryant (University of Florida)
Moderator: Alan Golding (University of Louisville) 
Other Participants:

Marsha Bryant (University of Florida) 
Bob Perelman (University of Pennsylvania) 
Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux (University of Maryland) 
Steven Yao (Hamilton College) 
Elisabeth Frost (Fordham University) 
Michael Chasar (Willamette University) 

Abstract of the session:
Making it new and making poetry happen are central to our conceptions of modernism. 
Indeed, the interplay of these structures of innovation shapes many ways that 
modernist studies maps its materials, forms, histories, geographies, and methodologies. 
Not surprisingly, the inaugural MSA gave prominent attention to H.D. and Ezra Pound—
early poetic innovators who crossed cultural and media boundaries in their artistic 
practice. This year’s theme, along with the proximity of The Poetics Program at Buffalo, 
make MSA 13 the ideal venue for a roundtable on rethinking poetic innovation. We 
propose a provocative mixture of perspectives that should yield a lively discussion.
Specifically, we aim to:
 Renew models of the avant-garde, past and present 
 Reconfigure formal innovation along global formations 
 Reconsider the role of visual culture and popular culture in poetic innovation 
 Revisit models of innovation that rely on counter-discourse 
 Realign poetic practice with the marketing of innovation 
 Recover diverse reader communities and their everyday innovations 
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Insisting on the key roles that circulation, sites of consumption, and audience reception 
play in poetic innovation, Professor Chasar explores diverse ways that innovation 
happens within popular culture. His approach ventures “outside the salon, the coterie, 
the little magazine, and the avant-garde” to consider mass communication technologies 
(advertising, radio) and “acts of innovative reading.” Chasar insists that we consider 
what these mass structures offer in their own right as well as what they offer to artists. 
Taking us beyond the “pictorial turn” and “gazer’s spirit,” Professor Bergmann Loizeaux 
will reexamine ekphrasis as a way of mapping poetic innovation across modernist styles 
and schools. Yeats, Williams, Moore, Auden, and others negotiated the mode’s 
paradoxical tendencies toward innovation and nostalgia, prompting the question of why 
so many post-1900 poets returned to the ekphrastic tradition. Loizeaux finds that its 
inherently dialogic nature opens lyric to the social world. Calling for a more global 
theory of poetic innovation during the modernist period, Professor Yao will draw 
attention to the broad range of poetic production within minority American literatures. 
Examining the body of verse by people of Asian descent in the U.S., he considers its 
diverse formal strategies in the early 20th century. By reconfiguring modernist 
innovation and tradition, Yao expands our prevailing conceptions of both the logic and 
the stakes of formal transformation. Professor Bryant will discuss counterintuitive 
innovations that women poets fashion through popular culture. Challenging outsider 
models, she asserts that materials such as Hollywood films and household advertising 
often underwrite the signature styles of Anglo-American poets who transgress gender 
boundaries. Fundamentally, Bryant questions the assumption that poems by women 
must parody or critique popular culture to be taken seriously as women’s poetry. 
Professor Perelman will situate the nexus of innovation, attention, and meaning within 
the current status of poetic innovation. In claiming that avant-garde has become “an 
eroded marker of prior transgression,” he questions the extent to which the term 
innovative can designate some of its predecessor’s cultural meanings (surprise, shock, 
activity, liveliness). If the term cannot avoid the “impossibly singular” meanings of 
avant-garde, is innovative now reduced to a pious dogmatism?

82. Becoming Modern

Organizer: Jody Cardinal (SUNY College at Old Westbury)
Chair: Rebecca Walsh (North Carolina State University)
1. Jody Cardinal (SUNY College at Old Westbury) “From Scientist to Modernist: Gertrude 

Stein’s Journey to Irony and Beyond” 
2. Deirdre Egan-Ryan (St. Norbert College) “Willa Cather’s Squares: Becoming Spatially 

Modern” 
3. Julia Lisella (Regis College) “Genevieve Taggard: Anxieties of an Emergent 

Modernist” 

Abstract of the session:
The new modernist studies, with its emphasis on historicist and cultural studies 

methodologies, requires that we reassess the fraught nature of women’s transitions to 
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modernist innovation. While women writers long ago emerged from modernism’s 
margins, their specific transitions from pre-modern to modernist aesthetics are too 
often still characterized in passive and largely biographical terms as in, for instance, 
familiar readings of H.D.’s modernism as derivative of that of her lover, Ezra Pound.

This panel extends recent historicist approaches in modernist studies, like those 
showcased in Bad Modernisms (2006) and The Cambridge Companion to Modernist 
Women Writers (2010), to the specific issue of women’s transitions to modern 
aesthetics while at the same time foregrounding class – an analytical category often 
overlooked in modernist cultural studies. Each paper explores how active interventions 
in specific discursive, spatial, and political struggles of the time fostered a transition to 
modern innovation among women writers and how gender and class complicated their 
relationship to hegemonic modern discourses.

Gertrude Stein’s transition from a medical student to one of the most innovative 
modernists is usually described in personal terms as a successive working-through, in 
increasingly experimental texts, of a lesbian affair gone awry. Jody Cardinal’s paper 
demonstrates instead that Stein’s transition resulted from active intervention in 
historical debates about whether middle-class women should receive a college 
education. Using an interdisciplinary approach, Cardinal contextualizes Stein’s three 
understudied polemics on the value of women’s higher education (1898-1907) within 
contemporaneous scientific research. Stein’s deeply conflicted attempts to define her 
own gender and class identity within this discourse fostered the development of irony 
and ambiguity in her writing, precursors to the more radical deconstruction and 
polysemy of her later texts.

Deirdre Egan’s paper explores Cather’s similarly ambivalent transition into 
modernity as it is revealed in her representation of urban spaces. Within Cather’s 
depictions of Madison and Washington Squares, her protagonists in “Coming, 
Aphrodite” and My Mortal Enemy struggle to integrate a consciously modern landscape 
that appears divided against itself, between rich and poor, between past and present, 
between economic and social concerns. Extending recent explorations of space and 
geography in modernist literature, Egan reveals how spatial representations in Cather’s 
fiction encode ambivalent responses to the modern and furthers recent reassessments 
of Cather as (an albeit problematic) modernist.

Focusing on poet Genevieve Taggard, Julia Lisella explores the conflicts between 
Taggard’s self-identification as a modernist committed to reworking old aesthetic forms 
and the political sentiments of her work. Due to her explicit class thematics, 
contemporary scholars are often reluctant to classify Taggard as a modernist despite 
her innovations, visible, for instance, in Calling Western Union, which combines lyrics, 
narrative free verse poems about the working class, and stunning pieces of 
autobiography. Focusing on Taggard’s early prose, particularly the preface to May Days, 
an anthology of her poetry published in the New Masses, Lisella illustrates how Taggard 
actively worked to fuse her political and aesthetic convictions, claiming a modernist 
identity at odds with the major, already-canonized voices of modernism.
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89. Poetic Disputes In and Out of Print: Reading Modernism Through (& 
Beyond) the Archive

Organizer: Amy Evans (King’s College London)
Chair: Michael Basinski (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
1. Stephen Collis (Simon Fraser University) “Foot Steps and Language: Metamodern 

Disputes around Postmodern Poetics” 
2. James Maynard (University at Buffalo, SUNY) “Robert Duncan and the Moderns” 
3. Amy Evans (King’s College London) “Strife with the Goddess: Protest Poetics and the 

Erotic” 

Abstract of the session:
In his study, Contextual Practice, Stephen Fredman introduces a new term to 

identify some of modernism’s “most innovative works of poetry and art” as those 
“devoted to contexts, building works not around a central idea, theme, or symbol but 
by plucking and arranging images, materials, language, or even people from the 
surrounding milieu, ‘fashioning. . .contexts of a new life way in the making.” In our 
international and interdisciplinary panel, we develop Fredman’s reconception of a 
modernist studies able to contemplate poetry’s accumulation of “even people” in order 
to consider cross- and inter-generational relationships of a late modernism that 
identifies itself through dispute and alliance as two sides of a living, poetic tradition. We 
explore poetic relationships recognized within critical maps of modernism and accessible 
through publications and their scholarly critique. At the same time, by arguing through 
a particular focus on the Poetry Collection at the University at Buffalo, we seek to 
extend the idea of the printed, poetic dispute to include elements of these relationships 
that are either no longer, or yet to be, in the public domain: one paper focuses on 
verbal dispute, a second on letters and personal library holdings and a third on 
notebooks comprising composition, diary and dream journal entries. As such, ideally 
placed at the world’s largest archival collections of several of these modernist writers, 
our panel will demonstrate the archive’s own potential as a catalyst for the new in 
international modernist scholarship, whereby it too becomes a ‘structure of innovation.’

In his paper, Stephen Collis explores two disputes with Language Writing from 
“within” the poetic avant-garde: Robert Duncan’s well known disagreement with Barrett 
Watten over the latter’s interpretation of Louis Zukofsky’s 80 Flowers (in 1978) and 
Lissa Wolsak’s less well-known, perhaps less significant (but no less telling) 
disagreement with Bruce Andrews following a lecture the latter gave in Vancouver BC at 
the Kootenay School of Writing (in 1988). These disputes show the ways the narratives 
of the “postmodern”—as either a more or less linear generational shift or inevitable 
remaking of the “new”—are problematized by what he will refer to as the 
“metamodern,” a term he takes from Vermeulen and Van Den Akker. Neither “pre” nor 
“post,” the “metamodern” is determined by a “metaxis”—literally, a state of being 
“between” or of oscillation. This might make sense, in Duncan’s case, as his career 
overlaps with the “modern” and “postmodern,” but Lissa Wolsak, born in 1947 and not 
beginning to publish until the 1990s, does not fit as nicely into aesthetic periods, even 
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though her work is fruitfully compared to Duncan’s, and her disputes with Language 
Writing revolve around similar issues: the refusal to dispense with (the supposedly 
outré) “subject” and its determining (to use Marx’s phrase) “species being.”

In his paper, James Maynard approaches the ideas of community and dispute 
from their alternative aspect, alliance, by considering the network of poetic affinities 
that form one poet’s complex notion of a “derivative” poetry. In a biographical note that 
appears in Donald Allen’s 1960 anthology The New American Poetry, Robert Duncan 
writes that “the sources of my virtus lie among those immediately preceding me in 
Stein, Lawrence, Pound, H.D., William Carlos Williams, Marianne Moore, Stevens, and 
Edith Sitwell.” Maynard will discuss the role several such modernists played as “sources” 
in Duncan’s writing life by examining specifically the archive of their correspondences 
that form part of the Robert Duncan Collection housed in the University at Buffalo’s 
Poetry Collection.

In her paper, Amy Evans suggests that extremes of both mutual poetic 
celebration and warfare can be seen at work through a triangulation of ‘political’ poets, 
Denise Levertov, Robert Duncan and H.D.. Considering the definition of “dispute” as “a 
disagreement between management and employees that leads to an action of protest,” 
Evans suggests that Duncan’s writing of the younger, then living Levertov as the bloody 
goddess Kali constitutes an inversion of that of the older, dead H.D. as “Mother of 
Mouthings” while he moves from influenced to (challenged) influence and from poetry 
as the product of love to that of strife. Understanding this reveals the extent to which, 
for Duncan, H.D. constitutes the ideal example of the poet’s role in times of political 
urgency and the authority of the female cultural voice. Evans examines entries in 
Duncan’s notebooks, held in the Poetry Collection, which challenge extant, and largely 
women-excluding, models of generational lineage and poetic creation offered by Bloom, 
Eliot and Graves and suggests that the rupture between the younger poets occurs when 
Duncan can no longer bridge the distance between the real, writing woman and her 
mythologized, written counterpart during the acute circumstances of the Vietnam War. 
Her paper draws together hitherto separately acknowledged poetic relationships and 
places them within a more cohered critique of one poet’s written engagement with 
female colleagues that potentially dissolves boundaries between readings of modernism 
offered by queer theory and feminist studies in order to explore the visibility and 
function of the eroticized woman in a homoerotic protest poetry.

96. Late Modernism and Empire

Organizer: Rebecca Walsh (North Carolina State University)
Chair: Cyrena Pondrom (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
1. Lara Vetter (University of North Carolina, Charlotte) “Imperialism and the Female 

Body in H.D.’s White Rose and the Red” 
2. Emily McCann (University of Florida) “Queer Gothic, Empire, and Edith Sitwell” 
3. Celena Kusch (South Carolina Upstate University) “Postcolonial Modernism: The 

Caribbean Issues of Life and Letters Today” 
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4. Rebecca Walsh (North Carolina State University) “Bryher in Afghanistan and Pakistan: 
‘Gandhara’” 

Abstract of the session: 
All four papers assembled here explicitly tackle the operations of imperialism and 

the underlying mechanisms that are associated with Empire formation, which modernist 
writing from the 1930s to the 1950s foregrounds in particularly striking ways. In 
focusing on work in this time period, these papers all suggest the importance of later 
modernism for bringing together political, generic, and aesthetic innovation that in 
many ways anticipates variations of later theoretical constructs about nation- and 
Empire-formation, the relationship between Empire and domestic, gendered bodies, and 
the ways that the “West” and the “non-West” are actually unstable, constructed 
categories. All four papers to varying degrees demonstrate the active role that women 
played as writers and behind-the-scenes producers in interrogating a political and 
spatial terrain at the category of nation and beyond and that, as two of the papers 
suggest, is underwritten by or connected to forms of patriarchal violence.

Both Lara Vetter’s paper, “Imperialism and the Female Body in H.D.’s White Rose 
and the Red,” and Emily McCann’s paper, “Queer Gothic, Empire, and Edith Sitwell,” 
trace explicit connections between the violence of nation/Empire and female 
disfigurement. Vetter calls for a continued re-examination of H.D.’s later work in the 
form of her 1940s novel, White Rose, which Vetter argues is not a-political and 
transcendently spiritual but rather is a searing interrogation of war and of British 
imperialist aggression targeting India, which is linked to similar scenes of violence 
directed at the female body (specifically Elizabeth Siddall, wife of Dante Gabriel 
Rosetti). McCann’s paper argues that Edith Sitwell’s I Live under a Black Sun (1934) 
uses and reworks gothic tropes of female monstrous desire to critique the ways that 
fascistic political formations depend upon patriarchal subordination to further their real 
and symbolic reproduction.

Complementing Vetter’s focus on British colonialism in India, Kusch’s paper, 
“Postcolonial Modernism: The Caribbean Issues of Life and Letters Today,” turns to the 
colonial Caribbean. Kusch contends that the 1940s Jamaican editorials and the West 
Indian special issue produced by Robert Herring, as editor of Life and Letters Today, 
and supported by Bryher, who bought and supported the periodical, contain a cogent 
postcolonial critique and articulation of the need for Caribbean national independence 
movements. In these Life and Letters publications, Kusch suggests, we find clear strains 
of Fanon’s call for national literature and indigenous intellectual and artistic production. 
Like Kusch’s focus on journalistic writing, Walsh’s paper, “Bryher in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan: ‘Gandhara,’” also focuses on an underprivileged genre, namely travel writing. 
It analyzes Bryher’s efforts to chart the influence of ancient Asian and South Asian 
culture on Greek culture, and finds that it formulates ideas about cultural contact that 
run close to postcolonial theoretical models of hybridity. These “failures” of Empire in an 
ancient setting, Walsh suggests, challenge the underlying assumptions of “West” vs. 
“East” that historically helped to justify 19th- and 20th-century imperial projects. Vetter, 
Walsh, and Kusch all foreground particular imperial geographies, each of which 
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constitutes the coordinates on which a more transnational and globalized modernism 
can be mapped.
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Modern Language Association
127th Annual Convention
Seattle
5-8 January 2012

The numbers refer to sessions as listed in the program, which may be browsed here:
http://www.mla.org/program. 

63. Reading Robert Duncan Reading: The H.D. Book

Program arranged by the Division on Poetry
Presiding: Michael Davidson, University of California, San Diego; Peter Quartermain, 
University of British Columbia
1. "The Eros of Reading: Duncan’s H.D. Book," Rachel Blau DuPlessis, Temple 

University, Philadelphia 
2. "'[T]owards the Light of What I Do Not Yet Know': The Adventure of Process in 

Robert Duncan's H.D. Book," James Maynard, University at Buffalo, State 
University of New York 

3. "'Gay Shame' and The H.D. Book," Kevin Killian, San Francisco, CA

85. New Approaches to Teaching H.D.

A special session 
Presiding: Lara E. Vetter, University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Speakers: Marsha Bryant, University of Florida; Annette Debo, Western Carolina 

University; Mary DeShazer, Wake Forest University; Madelyn Detloff, Miami 
University, Oxford; Susan McCabe, University of Southern California

Session Description:This interactive roundtable affords the new teacher and the 
experienced scholar alike an opportunity to explore more recent approaches to teaching 
the modernist writer H.D. Participants will address specifically both theoretical 
orientations toward the subject and classroom pedagogy, inviting the audience to ask 
questions and share their own experiences.

92. Preference

Program arranged by the Division on Literary Criticism
Presiding: Rei Terada, University of California, Irvine
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1. "Unreasonable Preference and Critical Poiesis," Matthew Tierney, Brown University 
2. "Free Preference and Prepolitical Art," Erin Trapp, University of California, Irvine 
3. "H.D.'s 'Calcomania': Preference or Prejudice?," Jeannie Im, New York University 
Responding: Timothy Bewes, Brown University

234. Nonfiction Prose Experiments

Program arranged by the Division on Nonfiction Prose Studies, Excluding Biography and 
Autobiography
Presiding: Linda Camarasana, College at Old Westbury, State University of New York
1. "Margaret Fuller's Intertexts," Kimberly S. Engber, Wichita State University 
2. "In Contact: Reading Virginia Woolf and Eve Sedgwick Together," Robin M. Hackett, 

University of New Hampshire, Portsmouth 
3. "Burmese Days and The Pargiters: Experiments in Nonficton," Sonam Singh, Cornell 

University 
4. "H.D.'s The Sword Went Out to Sea and the Question of Genre," Lara E. Vetter, 

University of North Carolina, Charlotte 

267. Women Poets in the Wake of Modernism

Program arranged by the Division on Poetry
Presiding: Susan McCabe, University of Southern California
1. "Marianne Moore and the Emerging Modernist Canon in the 1940s," Luke Carson, 

University of Victoria 
2. "'The Greeks and Trojans Alike Fought for an Illusion': The Milieu of the Cold War 

and H.D.'s Helen in Egypt," Annette Debo, Western Carolina University 
3. "Modernist Geologies and the Emergent Elizabeth Bishop," Cassandra Laity, 

University of Montreal 
4. "Poetic Possession and Erotic Dispossession in H.D. and Harryette Mullen," Jeanne 

Diane Heuving, University of Washington, Bothell 

721. Between Biography and Literary Criticism: Divided Attentions or 
Productive Tensions?

A special session 
Presiding: Suzanne Jill Levine, University of California, Santa Barbara
1. "Biography and Poesis: Pound and H.D. as Love Poets," Jeanne Diane Heuving, 

University of Washington, Bothell 
2. "Lives, Texts, and Sex," Allen Hibbard, Middle Tennessee State University 
3. "Paradoxa Biographica: Biography and Narrative," Enrico Santi, University of 

Kentucky 
Responding: Helane Levine-Keating, Pace University, New York
For abstracts, write to sjlevine@spanport.ucsb.edu.  
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Australian Modernist Studies Network
Symposium 2012: “Modernism, Intimacy and Emotion”
Sydney
6-7 February 2012

A full program is available here: 
http://www.amsn.org.au/amsnsymposium.html#programme. The description below is 
taken from the posted call for papers (the deadline was 5 September 2011). For more 
information, visit: http://www.amsn.org.au/amsnsymposium.html. 

The Australian Modernist Studies Network is pleased to invite proposals for its inaugural 
international symposium on the theme 'Modernism, Intimacy and Emotion'. Since the 
special Critical Inquiry issue on 'Intimacy' edited by Lauren Berlant in 1998, there has 
been an increasing interest in the relationship between emotion and the aesthetic. 
Recent volumes include Rei Terada's Feeling in Theory (2001), Brian Massumi's 
Parables for the Virtual (2002), Sianne Ngai's Ugly Feelings (2005), Patricia Ticineto 
Clough's The Affective Turn (2007) and Jonathan Flatley's Affective Mapping: 
Melancholia and the Politics of Modernism (2008). The topic has attracted a diverse 
range of critical approaches from areas including cultural studies, historicism, 
psychoanalysis and neuroscience. This conference explores the role of intimacy and 
emotion in modernist studies and welcomes papers from a wide range of disciplinary 
(e.g. literature, visual cultures, art history, philosophy, music), interdisciplinary and 
critical perspectives. Possible topics include:

o the representation of, and cultural values surrounding, emotion in modernism;
o the relationship between the body, the social sphere and modernist aesthetics;
o the critical and rhetorical registers of intimacy in modernist texts and practices;
o modernism and structures of feeling;
o the processes and aesthetics of attachment;
o the role of, and effect on, audience.
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The 40th Annual Louisville Conference on Literature and Culture Since 1900
University of Louisville, KY
23-25 February 2012

The program is available at the website (there is also a link to the conference’s 
facebook page): http://www.thelouisvilleconference.com/.
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Of particular interest to HD’s Web readers is the closing keynote speaker, Adalaide 
Morris, author of How to Live/What to Do: H.D.’s Cultural Poetics (2003), among other 
contributions to H.D. scholarship.
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New York Institute of Technology
8th Annual Interdisciplinary Conference: “Modernist Manhattan”
New York
2 March 2012

Below is the description from the website. The conference schedule and other 
information are at the website: http://www.nyit.edu/conferences/interdisciplinary.

The confirmed plenary speaker for this conference will be Marshall Berman, 
Distinguished Professor of Political Science, CUNY. 

Bryan Waterman, Associate Professor of English at New York University, will give an 
introductory presentation for the conference.

This interdisciplinary conference will look back on New York City of roughly 100 years 
ago, emphasizing the city's relation to concepts of modernism and modernity --
considered broadly. We invite participants from all fields of study to focus on New York 
as (perhaps) a principal site of modernist visual art, literature, society, and politics, and 
to propose ways that the cultural life of the early twentieth century continues to 
influence the metropolis today.

New York experienced an eruption of technological and cultural change during the early 
decades of the 1900s. Movements ranging from the artistic to the avowedly political 
(unionism, cubism, communism, anarchism, imagism, capitalism, etc…) embraced, 
participated in, and reacted against the complex forces that converged in those years. 
New York City was the setting of cultural touchstones ranging from the 1913 Armory 
Show to the 1919 victory parade of the African American 369th Battalion, from 
Margaret Sanger's birth-control clinic (opened 1923) to the Depression-era Hoovervilles 
in Central Park, from anarchist rallies in Union Square to the 1929 Wall Street crash. 
This conference will examine such instances and developments, asking whether 
modernist New York should be considered a participant in an Anglo-European 
transatlantic cultural sea-change or whether the New York version of modernism should 
be articulated with a new set of coordinates and definitions (e.g., emergent globalisms 
and transatlanticisms, the impact of the Great Migration, the expanding consumer 
culture, the rise of the Harlem Renaissance).

Speakers, panelists, performers, and exhibitions from a variety of disciplines will 
address questions such as: What was "modernist" about New York City 100 years ago? 
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What does "modernism" mean now? Does it still reverberate, and if so, how so? How 
did New York create or contribute to paradigms about modernism, or how does looking 
at New York undermine and challenge those paradigms?
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PUBLICATIONS:

Amy Evans has published a first book of poems: the pamphlet Collecting Shells came 
out with Oystercatcher Press this July, 2011. The pamphlet is a single poem sequence 
that represents years of personal engagement with, among other poetry, H.D.’s Sea 
Garden and late sequences, the Watts Towers of Robert Duncan’s “Nel Mezzo Del
Cammin Di Nostra Vita” and Shakespeare’s Tempest along with her experience of 
growing up by the sea on the Isle of Wight. A review by Frances Presley will be coming 
out next year, quoted below:    

I’m constantly aware of how Evans’ writing evokes a tradition 
of women’s experimental poetry. I’m reminded of Barbara Guest’s 
poetry both by the poem’s tentative abstract hypotheses and its 
musicality.  As the first stanza also demonstrates, this is a poetry 
which constantly questions its own discourse: it resembles Rachel 
Blau Du Plessis’ methods, as in Drafts, where the poem is not 
categorically distinct from the essay, a metapoetics.  The verse 
lineation is also similar to that both of Du Plessis and Alice Notley, 
with its run-on lines and its use of full and indented half-lines, which 
are an aid to pursuing the thread of imaginative argument.    
. . .  

Evans prises words apart, like shells.  The constant punning 
or ‘word-burrowing’, to use Evans’ phrase, is a device that was 
rediscovered by ‘écriture feminine’.  

           what word-burrowing to unfurrow
                     brow   via typo over volition  [ ovulation ~
          ova revelation]   I resist the wed in we’d
                    and try not to scoff when I [don’t ] find
           earning in learning

Amy has given readings of the pamphlet in London and will give details of events in the 
States and elsewhere next year. 

From Amy: in this, the final issue of HD’s Web in its current format before the new 
editorship of Lara Vetter and as part of Maria’s call for more personal contributions, I’d 
like to mention that the H.D. Society, listserv and, more recently, HD’s Web have been 
a valued community of shared scholarship and reading of H.D.’s and women’s poetry 
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for me, drawn on in the sequence and in my academic work. I’m grateful for the 
generous support of postgraduate students’ studies, international H.D. scholarship and 
creative writing.

Collecting Shells is available for purchase from the following website: 
http://www.oystercatcherpress.com/aevans.html.  

HD’s Web is also pleased to note the publication of the following:

Bryant, Marsha. Women’s Poetry and Popular Culture. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2011. Includes the chapter “Cinemascope Poetics: H.D., Helen, and Historical 
Epic Film.” 

Carbajosa Palmero, Natalia. “De la vanguardia a la visión: imágenes y modos de 
representación en la poesía de H.D.” Signa 20 (2011): 419-45.

Christodoulides, Nephie J., and Polina McKay, eds. The Cambridge Companion to H.D.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011.

Debo, Annette, and Lara Vetter, eds. H.D.’s Poetry and Prose. Approaches to Teaching 
World Literature. New York: Modern Language Association, 2011.

Debo, Annette. “H.D.” in The Encyclopedia of Twentieth-Century Fiction. Volume 2. 
General editor Brian W. Shaffer. Chichester, West Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011. 
603-4. Works especially mentioned are: HERmione, Bid Me to Live, The Gift, and 
Palimpsest.

Godspeed-Chadwick, Julie. Modernist Women Writers and War: Trauma and the Female 
Body in Djuna Barnes, H.D., and Gertrude Stein. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 2011.

H.D. Bid Me to Live. Ed. Caroline Zilboorg. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2011. 
This new critical edition includes an introduction and notes.

Halsall, Alison. “H.D. and the Victorian Spectres of White Rose and the Red.” College 
Literature 38.4 (Fall 2011): 115-33.

Preston, Carrie J. Modernism’s Mythic Pose: Gender, Genre, Solo Performance. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2011.
Of especial interest is the final section, “Ritualized Reception: H.D.’s Antimodern 
Poetics and Cinematics,” comprised of the following chapters: 1, “Imagism 
Unstuck: H.D.’s Dissent and Pound’s Revision;” 2, “Stepping from Stone: 
Dramatic Monologues of The God;” 3, “The Ritual Chorus and a Soloist’s 
Suspicion in Ion and “The Dancer;” 4, “Types of Participation: H.D.’s Film Essays 
and Reviews;” 5, “H.D.’s Attitudes on Film;” 6, “Montage, A Classical 
Technology;” and 7, “The Soloists of Trilogy.”

Ribeyrol, Charlotte. “Feminine Hellenism and Pacificism: Jane Ellen Harrison, Virginia 
Woolf, and H.D.” Journal of War and Culture Studies 4.1 (June 2011); 21-30.

Varney, Jennifer. “The Imagist poet as Cultural Mediator: H.D. and the Translation of 
the Classics.” In Event or Incident: On the Role of Translations in the Dynamics 
of Cultural Exchange edited by Ton Naaijkens. Bern: Peter Lang, 2010. 71-106.
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Other publications of interest:

Arrowsmith, R. R. Modernism and the Museum: Asian, African, and Pacific Art and the 
London Avant-Garde. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011.

Arrowsmith, Richard Rupert. “The Transcultural Roots of Modernism: Imagist Poetry, 
Japanese Visual Culture, and the Western Museum System.” 
Modernism/modernity 18.1 (January 2011): 27-42.

Bazin, Victoria. Marianne Moore and the Culture of Modernity. Farnham, Surrey: 
Ashgate Publishing, 2010.

Bollobás, Enikö. They Aren’t, Until I Call Them: Performing the Subject in American 
Literature. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2010. The chapter entitled 
“Performative Genders: Noncompliance with Social Norms” discusses Gertrude 
Stein, Three Lives; Willa Cather, My Ántonia; Djuna Barnes, Nightwood; H.D., 
HERmione; and Carson McCullers, The Ballad of the Sad Café.

Dierkes-Thun, Petra. Salomé’s Modernity: Oscar Wilde and the Aesthetics of 
Transgression. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2011.

Foltz, Jonathan. “The Laws of Comparison: H. D. and Cinematic Formalism.” 
Modernism/modernity 18.1 (January 2011): 1-25.

Friedman, Susan Stanford. “Why Not Compare?” PMLA 126.3 (May 2011): 753-62.
Gillespie, Stuart. English Translation and Classical Reception: Towards a New Literary 

History. Chichester, West Sussex: John Wiley and Sons, 2011.
Jewell, Megan Swihart. “Between Poet and (Self-) Critic: Scholarly Interventionism in 

Rachel Blau DuPlessis’s Drafts.” Contemporary Women’s Writing 5.1 (2011): 18-
35.

Manley, Lawrence, ed. The Cambridge Companion to the Literature of London. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011.

McCabe, Susan. “‘Let’s Be Alone Together’: Bryher’s and Marianne Moore’s Aesthetic-
Erotic Collaboration.” Modernism/modernity 17.3 (September 2010): 607-37.

Nadel, Ira B. Ezra Pound in Context. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010.
Oliver, Elizabeth. “Redecorating Vorticism: Marianne Moore’s ‘Ezra Pound’ and the 

Geometric Style.” Journal of Modern Literature 34.4 (Summer 2011): 84-113.
Olson, Liesl. Modernism and the Ordinary. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009.
Scioli, Emma. “Incohat Ismene: The Dream Narrative as a Mode of Female Discourse in 

Epic Poetry.” Transactions of the American Philological Association 140 (2010): 
195-238.

Showalter, Elaine, ed. The Vintage Book of American Women Writers. New York: 
Vintage Books, 2011. Works by H.D. are: “Oread” and “Eurydice.”

Teukolsky, Rachel. The Literate Eye: Victorian Art Writing and Modernist Aesthetics. 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009.
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REVIEWS:
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Burton, Stacy. Modern Fiction Studies 57.2 (Summer 2011): 352-55.
REVIEW OF Religious Experience and the Modernist Novel by Pericles Lewis. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010.  

Doan, Laura. Modernism/modernity 18.1 (January 2011): 183-84.
REVIEW OF Citizen, Invert, Queer: Lesbianism and Waar in Early Twentieth-
Century Britain by Deborah Cohler. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2010.

Elkins, Katherine. Modernism/modernity 17.4 (November 2010): 963-64. 
REVIEW OF The Re-Enchantment of the World: Secular Magic in a Rational Age, 
edited by Joshua Landy and Michael Saler. Stanford, CA: Stanford University 
Press, 2009.

Forster, Chris. Modernism/modernity 18.1 (January 2011): 199-201. 
REVIEW OF Multimedia Modernism: Literature and the Anglo-American Avant-
Garde by Julian Murphet. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009.

Rando, David. Modernism/modernity 18.2 (April 2011): 470-72.
REVIEW OF Transatlantic Print Culture, 1880-1940: Emerging Media, Emerging 
Modernisms, edited by Ann Ardis and Patrick Collier. Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2008.

Resina, Joan Roman. Modernism/modernity 18.2 (April 2011): 458-62. 
REVIEW OF Magazines, Modernity, and War, edited by Jordana Mendelson. 
Madrid: Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, 2008.

Smith, Victoria L. Modern Fiction Studies 57.1 (Spring 2011): 179-81. 
REVIEW OF Modernism, Memory, and Desire: T. S. Eliot and Virginia Woolf by 
Gabrielle McIntire. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008.

Turner, Nick. Modern Fiction Studies 57.2 (Summer 2011): 366-69. 
REVIEW OF The Art of Scandal: Modernism, Libel Law, and the Roman à Clef by 
Sean Latham. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009.

Walter, Christina. Modern Fiction Studies 57.1 (Spring 2011): 194-97. 
REVIEW OF Ashes Taken for Fire: Aesthetic Modernism and the Critique of 
Identity by Kevin Bell. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2007.

Reviewed in the Bryn Mawr Classical Review (http://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/):

Aygon, Jean-Pierre,  Corinne Bonnet, and Cristina Noacco, eds. La mythologie de 
l'antiquité à la modernité: appropriation, adaptation, détournement. 
Interférences. Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2009.

Bailliot, Magali. Magie et sortilèges dans l'Antiquité romaine: archéologie des rituels et 
des images. Paris: Hermann Éditeurs, 2010.

Christopoulos, Menelaos, Efimia D. Karakantza, and Olga Levaniouk, eds. Light and 
Darkness in Ancient Greek Myth and Religion. Greek Studies: Interdisciplinary 
Approaches. Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2010.

Deforge, Bernard. Une vie avec Eschyle. Vérité des mythes. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 
2010.
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Downes, Jeremy M. The Female Homer: An Exploration of Women's Epic Poetry. 
Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2010.

Gioseffi, Massimo, ed. Uso, riuso e abuso dei testi classici. Colloquium. Milano: LED 
Edizioni Universitarie di Lettere Economia Diritto, 2010.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES:

It is well-known that literary magazines were an important part of modernism, providing 
a place for avant-garde work to meet readers and a venue for editors who, for various 
reasons, may not have been able to exert influence or wield power at more established 
periodicals and publishing houses. There is a great deal of scholarly work on modernism 
and little magazines and literary or art journals, so this bibliography is offered only as a 
starting point:

Anderson, Margaret, ed. The Little Review Anthology. New York: Horizon, 1953.
Ardis, Ann. “The Dialogic(s) of Modernism in the New Age.” Modernism/modernity  14.3 

(September 2007): 407-434.
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WHAT MATERIALS ARE WHERE:

Libraries and other groups continue to make available online material that once was 
only accessible to people affiliated with good research libraries. Some items and sites of 
interest are noted:

The full run of The Egoist (1914-1919),The Little Review (1914-1922), and ten years of 
Poetry (1912-1922) can be found, along with other little magazines, at 
www.modjourn.org. The Modernist Journals Project maintains this excellent site, which 
is rich in material for scholars and teachers of modernism.

Another site worth exploring is http//:openlibrary.org. Here one may discover what 
libraries hold particular editions. Often libraries have digitalized older (no longer under 
copyright) books. For example, one may read online, or download, the translations and 
commentaries of Euripides by Leconte de Lisle, editions that were important to H.D.’s 
work.

Project Gutenberg (www.gutenberg.org ) makes available (for free) for reading online 
or downloading to a computer or e-reader books no longer under copyright in the 
United States. H.D.’s Sea Garden and Hymen are available, as well as American Poetry: 
A Miscellany (1922) and Some Imagist Poets (1915 and 1916). 
Other authors of possible interest whose works are available through this site include 
(in no particular order): AE, Amy Lowell, Dorothy Richardson, Virginia Woolf, Rebecca 
West, Gertrude Stein, Willa Cather, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Ellen Glasgow, Susan 
Glaspell, T.S. Eliot, James Joyce, Lady Gregory, Zora Neale Hurston, Katherine 
Mansfield, Alice Meynell, D. H. Lawrence, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Vita Sackville-West, 
May Sinclair, Ezra Pound, Joseph Conrad, E. M. Forster, Sara Teasdale, Edith Wharton, 
Rose Macaulay, Henry James, Eugene O’Neill, W. B. Yeats, G. B. Shaw, Elinor Wylie, 
Oscar Wilde, William Carlos Williams, Gilbert Murray, Algernon Charles Swinburne, 
Walter Pater, John Ruskin, William Morris, and Kate Chopin.

Please be aware that the laws of copyright do differ in different countries.
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RECORDINGS AND PERFORMANCES:

HD’s Web has noted in past issues that composers have set H.D.’s work to music. Here 
are two dissertations that analyze the work by composer Libby Larsen (1950- ), 
“Beloved, Thou Hast Brought Me Many Flowers,” a collection of songs that includes 
H.D.’s “White World” from Hymen (1921). (The other texts are: Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning’s “Beloved, thou hast brought me many flowers” and “Go from me;” Rainer 
Maria Rilke’s “Liebeslied” and “Do You Know [Weisst du, ich will mich schleichen];” and 
Percy Bysshe Shelley’s “Music, when soft voices die.”) It was intriguing to read how a 
composer thought about and worked with poetry (both authors were able to interview 
Larsen).

Barol-Gilmore, Juline Erika, "Beloved, Thou Hast Brought Me Many Flowers and Sifting 
through the Ruins: An analysis of two chamber song cycles by Libby Larsen" 
(2010). University of Nevada Las Vegas.
http://digitalcommons.library.unlv.edu/thesesdissertations/706

Hsu, Huei-En. “Understanding Libby Larsen’s ‘Beloved, Thou Hast Brought Me Many 
Flowers’ A Collection of Love Songs” (2011). The Ohio State University.

http://etd.ohiolink.edu/send-pdf.cgi/Hsu%20Hueien.pdf?osu1301069079
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HD ON THE WEB:

Several of these items were previously noted by members of the H.D. Society list:

H.D. is regularly mentioned on her birthday (September 10) and at other times, too,  in 
the online Writer’s Almanac with Garrison Keillor: http://writersalmanac.publicradio.org/

“Self-Starter” by Peter Campion is a review for Poetry magazine of The H.D. Book by 
Robert Duncan: www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/article/242514

The Poetry Foundation’s Poetry Off the Shelf  audio program included one of H.D.’s 
poems in the podcast entitled “Three Ways of Looking at a Rose.” The poem is “The 
Garden”: http://www.poetryfoundation.org/features/audioitem/3012

The Guardian’s Book Blog noted the 100th anniversary of H.D.’s arrival in London: 
www.guardian.co.uk/books/booksblog/2011/may/05/hd-london-imagism/print
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BBC Radio 4 produced a 30-minute program about HD: “Writer and broadcaster Diane 
Collecott explores the world of wartime poet Hilda Doolittle, friend of Pound, Eliot, and 
DH Lawrence. Sara Kestelman reads a selection of her poetry.” Listen to it at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b017j1vr/Hilda_Doolittle/
Kestelman’s performance of the poems is powerful.
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OTHER STRANDS IN THE WEB:

The internet has opened up new pathways for scholars to interact and collaborate. Here 
are a few that HD’s Web readers may find useful and fruitful:

The Magazine Modernisms blog at http://magmods.wordpress.com/ is “dedicated to 
modern periodical studies.” This blog does a great job of keeping readers posted as 
little magazines and journals are made available online. For example, the 8 November 
2011 posting announced that through the MJP [Modernist Journals Project] Lab, issues 
of The Egoist, The Freewoman, The Little Review, The New Freewoman, and Others are 
now available. This blog is valuable for its own content, and for links it provides through 
news items and its blogroll (a list of other blogs of interest on the right of the screen).

Another active and productive site is Editing Modernism in Canada at 
http://editingmodernism.ca/. On the “About Us” page the group’s purpose is stated as 
follows:

The Editing Modernism in Canada Project (EMiC) facilitates collaboration among 
researchers and institutions from regions across Canada and from the UK, France, 
Belgium, and the United States. The objectives of the EMiC project are:

 to coordinate editorial initiatives undertaken by its participants and develop new 
ways to network individual projects and researchers 

 to train students and new scholars using experiential-learning pedagogies 
 to facilitate the international dissemination of our collaborative research and 

editorial work in both print and digital media, and 
 to develop sustained relationships among universities, publishers, the media, 

public libraries, and non-profit cultural organizations (book clubs, reading groups, 
reading series, literary festivals) that will contribute to a public literary culture 
and ensure that Canadian modernism becomes an ongoing part of literary 
discourse in Canada. 

The Latchkey: Journal of New Woman Studies is a relatively new (since 2009) 
peer-reviewed online journal (see the call for submissions in this issue of HD’s Web
under “Calls for Papers”). Its homepage may be found at 
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http://www.oscholars.com/Latchkey/Latchkey1/Homepage/Homepage%20-
%20Latchkey.html .

The Latchkey is affiliated with The OSCHOLARS, “a website created in February 2007 
for a group of journals and webpages devoted to exploring the literature and arts of the 
fin-de-siècle.” The homepage is http://www.oscholars.com/. There one can find links to 
several other journals.  The OSCHOLARS also maintain a Reading and Discussion 
Groups page, edited by  Claire Charlotte McKechnie (University of Edinburgh) at: 
http://www.oscholars.com/TO/Reading/reading.htm . 
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IN MEMORIAM:

The H.D. community notes with sadness that Nephie Christodoulides passed away in 
February of 2011. She was working on an edition of H.D.’s “Magic Mirror,” “Thorn 
Thicket,” and “Compassionate Friendship.”  A scholar of Plath as well as H.D., she was 
a professor at the University of Cyprus. HD’s Web was fortunate enough to have her as 
a contributor, and joins her friends and colleagues in mourning her loss. On November 
16, 2011, the inaugural Nephie Christodoulides Memorial Lecture was given by Rachel 
Blau Duplessis, organized by the Department of English Studies at the University of 
Cyprus in Nicosia, to honor her and her work. To learn more about Nephie 
Christodoulides , go to: http://cyling.org/2011/11/03/nephie-christodoulides-memorial-
lecture/.
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SEARCH THE LIST ARCHIVES:

To search the H.D. Society List archives, go to: http://listserv.uconn.edu/hdsoc-l.html
and select “Search the archives.” You may have to create a password if you haven’t set 
one up already. Or search with e-mail commands. For more information, go to the 
Listserv users’ manual and select the format you prefer at: 
http://www.lsoft.com/manuals/1.8d/userindex.html
(Thanks, Heather Hernandez.)
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ORIGINAL HD NEWSLETTER ISSUES:

For back issues of the original (printed) HD Newsletter, please contact Eileen Gregory, 
neileengregory@sbcglobal.net . There are 8 issues in all, available for the cost of 
mailing and copying. (Some issues are available in photocopied form only.)


